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Abstract
The formalism of primal grammars is one of the most powerful term schematization lan-
guages (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 176(1–2) (1997) 111). In this paper, we describe an algorithm
to check the satisability of rst-order formulae in the theory of primal grammars. The correct-
ness, completeness and termination of the algorithm are proven. The core of the procedure is
the universal quantier elimination method, which is based on a new explosion rule especially
devoted to handle primal terms.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Describing innite sets of objects (terms) using nite means is of crucial importance
in various domains of theoretical computer science, and numerous formalisms have been
proposed for this purpose.
In particular, term schematizations—originally introduced in [3]—are formalisms
allowing to denote—using recurrent expressions—innite sets of structurally similar
terms. Those terms are obtained by iterating an arbitrary number of times a given con-
text along some particular paths. Term schematizations have been developed to avoid
non-termination and divergence, in existing symbolic computation procedures, for ex-
ample in rewriting (to handle the case in which the Knuth-Bendix procedure diverges),
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in logic programming and databases (to express nitely the set of solutions of a non-
terminating goal or query) or in automated deduction (for giving nite descriptions
of innite derivations, representing and constructing innite Herbrand models etc.).
For instance, given the clauses c1 :P(a) and c2 :P(x)→P(f(x)), term schematizations
allow to express—in a nite way—the innite set of facts {P(fn(a)) | n¿0} obtained
by repeated application of the modus ponens rule between c1 and c2. Here, the context
f(•) is iterated an arbitrary number of times starting from the basic term a.
Several diEerent schematization techniques have been proposed, with various com-
plexities and expressive powers: the recurrent terms (also called the hyper-terms) of
Chen, Hsiang and Kong (see for example [3]), the terms with integer exponents of
Comon [4], the R-terms of Salzer [14], the primal grammars of Hermann [8], the
congruence grammars of McAllester [11] etc. These languages diEer essentially by
the class of contexts considered (with or without variables etc.) and by the relations
allowed between the length of the diEerent sequences. Among all these formalisms,
the language of primal grammars is currently one of the most expressive ones [7].
In particular, it strictly contains the class of recurrent terms, of terms with integer
exponents and of R-terms. Primal grammars allow the repetition of a given context
along some particular path(s). Starting from a given basic term s a context t may be
unfolded an arbitrary number of times, leading to a sequence of structurally similar
terms of the form t n(a)= t(t(: : : (t(a)))). s can itself contain iterated sequences, called
subordinate sequences, whose number of iteration steps may (but need not) be related
to the length n of the main sequence. Similarly, t can also contain iterated sequences,
called secondary sequences, whose number of iterated steps may (but need not) be
related to the total number of iterations n and=or to the current number of iteration
steps. This last point, making the context dependent from the current unfolding stage,
is called diagonalization and is the main specicity of primal grammars w.r.t. other
term schematization techniques. It allows for example to express sequences of terms
of the form:
g(a; g(s(a); g(s(s(a)); : : : ; g(sn(a); a) : : :))):
In order to integrate primal grammars into existing symbolic computation proce-
dures, one has of course to provide algorithms to compute with such terms, and in
particular to solve unication problems, i.e problems of nding the set of uniers of
two given terms. Fortunately, it was proven in [7,8] that the unication problem is
decidable and semi-linear, 1 for the class of (Hat) primal grammars. This result allows
to integrate primal grammars in most existing symbolic computation procedures (in
which unication plays a central role). This permits for example to integrate them into
existing Logic Programming languages, or into the input language of Theorem Provers,
thus signicantly increasing the capabilities of these systems. Additional functionalities
may be added in order to take advantage of the expressive power of the language, for
instance to avoid divergence and=or to shorten proofs (the interested reader may see
for instance [14,15,12,13] for examples of such features, in particular for examples of
rules automatically extracting term schematizations from the input clauses).
1 i.e. that the set of solutions can be expressed as a nite disjunction of elementary formulae.
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However, as for standard terms, unication problems are not always suIcient. Nu-
merous potential applications of term schematizations require algorithms allowing to
deal with disunication problems (namely nding substitutions making two terms dif-
ferent), or to construct the complement of a set of terms. Clearly, these problems
cannot be expressed by unication problems only, nor by (nite) disjunctions of uni-
cation problems. Negations and universal quantications must be considered as well.
Below, we give three examples of applications that necessarily involve solving rst-
order equational formulae.
1. Assume that we want to check the completeness of a given equational specication
(on the language of primal grammars). Such a specication is usually described as
a nite set of equations of the form:
{f(ti) = si | 16 i 6 n}:
If we want to check that this denition is complete, i.e. that the value of f(t) can
be computed for any ground term t, we have to show that any ground term t is an
instance of one of the terms t1; : : : ; tn (i.e. that t1; : : : ; tn cover all possible cases).




(∃ x˜i)(x = ti);
where x˜i is the vector of variables occurring in ti. Due to the presence of universal
and existential quantiers, F is not a unication problem and thus cannot be solved
using a unication procedure.
2. The most widely used technique providing a complete (w.r.t. Clark’s semantic)
treatment of negation in Logic Programming is named constructive negation. This
technique heavily relies on the solving of equational formulae involving negations
and universal quantications in order to nd the exact set of solutions of negated
goals (see for example [2,16]). For example, given the Logic Program:
{p(f(x; sn(y)))← r(x; y); r(x; x)←};
the solution of the goal ¬p(u) may be represented by the formula
(∀u1; u2; n)(u = f(u1; sn(u2)) ∨ u1 = u2):
3. In Automated Deduction, equational constraints have been used to extend existing
mechanisms for removing redundancy and to represent and build innite (Herbrand)
models of rst-order formulae (see for example [1]). Considering clauses constrained
by equational formulae allows to discard redundant instances of a given clause,
rather than the clause itself. A clause constraint <C := may be seen as a nite
representation of the (potentially innite) set of ground clauses {C | holds}.
Therefore, checking whether a clause constraint <P(t) := is an instance of <P(s) :  =
involves checking whether the inclusion {P(t) | holds}⊆{P(s) |   holds}
holds. This can be done by checking whether the formula
(∀x˜)( ⇒ (∃y˜)(t = s ∧  ))
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is valid (where x˜ and y˜ denote the vectors of variable occurring in t and s respec-
tively).
Therefore, being able to compute the set of solutions of arbitrary equational rst-
order formulae (involving disjunction, conjunction, negation, and universal and existen-
tial quantiers) in the language of primal grammars would be a very desirable feature.
In the algebra of nite terms, this problem has been proven to be decidable (see for
example [5] or [10]) though the complexity of the decision algorithm is much higher
than the one of unication problems [17]. More recently, decidability has also been
proven [12] for a subclass of primal grammars, the so-called terms with integer expo-
nents and multiple holes, that corresponds roughly speaking to the R-terms of Salzer
[14]. However, the decidability of this problem for the full class of primal grammars
was an open problem.
In this paper, we prove that the rst-order theory of primal grammars is decidable.
We provide an algorithm transforming any primal rst-order formula into a nite dis-
junction of formulae in solved forms, from which the solutions of the initial formula
can be easily extracted.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the denition of primal terms and their semantics (dened
with the help of the notion of Presburger Rewrite System). We introduce the central
notions of rst-order equational primal formula and equational primal problem (an
extension to rst-order theory of the notion of unication problem) and we provide
all the necessary formal denitions (most of them are rather standard but needed to
be adapted to our particular formalism). For the sake of coherence with the existing
works in the subject, our notations and basic denitions will be essentially equivalent
to the one of [8]. For further details and examples, please refer to [7,8]. The reader
who is already familiar with the usual terminology and with the main denitions in [8]
can skip most of this section, but we have to emphasize that some small modications
have been introduced in the denition of Presburger Rewrite System in Section 2.4
(see Remark 2.15).
2.1. Basic denitions
Let F=K∪D∪{succ; 0} be a signature, where K∩D= ∅ and succ and 0 are two
symbols not occurring in K∪D. Any element of K (resp. D) is called a constructor
(resp. a dened symbol). Dened symbols will be written with a circumHex accent in
order to distinguish them from constructors (i.e. fˆ is a dened symbol, whereas f is
a constructor symbol). Constructors are equivalent to usual function symbols (used to
construct terms). Dened symbols are used for denoting iterated terms.
Let arity be a function mapping each member f of F to an integer n∈N (the
arity of f) such that arity(0)= 0 and arity(succ)= 1. Any dened symbol fˆ is also
associated to a counter arity arityc(fˆ) that is assumed to be lower than the arity
of fˆ. arityc(fˆ) denotes the number of arithmetic arguments of the symbol fˆ. These
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arguments will be written just after the fˆ and separated from the ordinary arguments
by a “;”.
Remark 2.1. Throughout this paper, we assume that K is nite, and contains at least
one constructor of arity strictly greater than 0. It should be noted that the resolution
of equational formulae is trivial when K contains only symbols of arity 0 since in that
case the number of distinct ground terms is nite.
Let V =X ∪C be a set of variables, disjoint from F such that X ∩C= ∅. The ele-
ments in X are the ordinary variables (i.e. variables that will be instantiated by terms)
and the elements in C the counter variables (i.e. variables that will be instantiated by
natural numbers).
Denition 2.2. The algebra of counter expressions N (C) is the least set that satises
the following properties:
• 0∈N (C);
• C ⊆N (C);
• if c∈N (C) then succ(c)∈N (C);
• if c1; c2 ∈N (C) then c1 + c2 ∈N (C).
As usual, the counter expressions sk(0) and sk(c) will be denoted by k and c + k,
respectively. The set of counter expressions without counter variables N (∅) is denoted
by N (the set of natural numbers). ¡ denotes the usual ordering on natural numbers,
i.e. for any s; t ∈N , we have s¡t iE s= succn(0); t= succm(0) and n¡m.
Throughout this paper, c˜ will denote a sequence c1; : : : ; cn of expressions (variables,
terms etc.). For example f(˜t ) denotes a term of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) for some n.
Denition 2.3 (subsequence, projection). For any pair of sequences (˜s; t˜ ), we write
s˜¡s t˜ if s˜ is a subsequence of t˜ i.e. if s˜=(s1; : : : ; sn), t˜=(t1; : : : ; tm) and there exists a
strictly increasing function  from [1::n] into [1::m] such that si = t(i) (of course, this
implies that n6m).
For any subset I of [1::n], (t1; : : : ; tn)I denotes the subsequence of (t1; : : : ; tn) of the
form (ti1 ; : : : ; tik ) such that i1¡ · · ·¡ik and I = {i1; : : : ; ik}.
Denition 2.4 (Positions). A position p is a nite sequence of natural numbers.
 denotes the empty sequence and p:q denotes the concatenation of sequences p and
q. |p| denotes the length of p. ≺p denotes the prex ordering on positions, i.e. p≺p q
if there exists p′ such that p:p′= q. We say that two positions p; q are parallel if they
are incomparable w.r.t. ≺p, i.e. if p ≺p q and q ≺p p. This is written as p ‖ q.
2.2. Primal terms
We recall the denition of primal terms, as originally introduced in [8].
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Denition 2.5 (primal terms). The set of primal terms PT (K;D;X ; C) is the least set
that satises the following properties:
• X ⊆PT (K;D;X ; C);
• if (t1; : : : ; tn)∈PT (K;D;X ; C)n, f∈K, arity(f)= n, then f(t1; : : : ; tn)∈PT (K;D;
X ; C);
• if (c1; : : : ; ck)∈N (C)k , (t1; : : : ; tn)∈PT (K;D;X ; C)n; fˆ∈D, arity(fˆ)= k + n;
arityc(fˆ)= k, then fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)∈PT (K;D;X ; C).
For any primal term of the form t=f(t1; : : : ; tn) (resp. t= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)), we
denote by Head(t) the symbol f (resp. fˆ).
If n=0, then the terms f(t1; : : : ; tn) (resp. fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)) is to be read as f
(resp. fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck)).
g(fˆ(n; m; x; y)); fˆ(n; m+ 1; g(fˆ(0; 1; x))) are examples of primal terms.
Throughout this paper, the word “term” will denote either a primal term or a counter
expression.
The notions of position, subterm, replacement of subterms, : : : can be extended
straightforwardly to primal terms, as shown by the following (rather standard) de-
nitions.
Denition 2.6 (positions in a primal term). The set Pos(t) of positions in a term t
and the term t|p (the term at position p in t) are inductively dened as follows:
•  is a position in t and t| =def t.
• For any symbol f in K∪{succ; 0}, if i∈ [1::n] and p is a position in ti, then i:p is
a position in f(t1; : : : ; tn) and f(t1; : : : ; tn)|i:p =def (ti)|p.
• For any dened symbol fˆ of arity k+n and of counter arity k, if i∈ [1::n] and p is
a position in ti, then (k + i):p is a position in fˆ(c˜; t1; : : : ; tn) and fˆ(c˜; t1; : : : ; tn)|(k+i):p
=def (ti)|p.
• For any dened symbol fˆ of arity n+ k and of counter arity k, if i∈ [1::k] and p
is a position in ci, then i:p is a position in fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ ) and fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ )|i:p
=def (ci)|p.
Let (t; s) be two terms. t is said to be a subterm of s if there exists p such that
s|p = t.
Let (t; s) be a pair of terms and p be a position in t. The term t[s]p denotes the
term obtained from t by replacing the subterm at position p by s. More formally, it is
inductively dened as follows:
• If p=  then t[s]p =def s.
• If p= i:q, t=f(t1; : : : ; tn) and i∈ [1::n], then t[s]p =def f(t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti[s]q; ti+1; : : : ; tn)
(if f∈K∪{succ; 0}).
• If p= i:q, t= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ ) and i∈ [1::k], then t[s]p =def fˆ(c1; : : : ; ci−1; ci[s]q; ci+1;
: : : ; ck ; t˜ ) (fˆ∈D).
• If p=(k + i):q, t= fˆ(c˜; t1; : : : ; tn), arityc(fˆ)= k and i∈ [1::n], then t[s]p =def fˆ(c˜;
t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti[s]q; ti+1; : : : ; tn) (fˆ∈D).
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A term is said to be ground if it belongs to PT (K;D; ∅; ∅) or to N (=N (∅))
i.e. if it does not contain variables.
The set of all variables (resp. counter variables and ordinary variables) occurring in
a term t is denoted by Var(t) (resp. CVar(t) and TVar(t)). The redex positions of a
primal term t is denoted by DPos(t) is the set of positions of all dened symbols in
t, i.e.
Dpos(t) := {a ∈ Pos(t) |Heads(t|a) ∈ D}
A redex of a term t is a term occurring at a redex position in t.
A primal term t is said to be regular if the positions in DPos(t) are pairwise parallel,
nested otherwise. For instance, f(gˆ(n); hˆ(n; m; x)) is regular, whereas f(a; hˆ(n; m; gˆ(n)))
is nested.
2.3. Primal equational formulae
Denition 2.7 (primal equational formulae). The set of equational primal formulae
PF(K;D;X ; C) is the least set satisfying the following properties:
• (t := s)∈PF(K;D;X ; C) where s; t ∈PT (K;D;X ; C) or s; t ∈N (C);
• (t¡s)∈PF(K;D;X ; C) where s; t ∈N (C);
•  ∈PF(K;D;X ; C);
• ⊥∈PF(K;D;X ; C);
• F1 ∗ F2 ∈PF(K;D;X ; C) if F1; F2 are equational primal formulae and ∗∈ {∨;∧};
• ¬F ∈PF(K;D;X ; C) if F is an equational primal formula;
• (#x)(F)∈PF(K;D;X ; C) if F is an equational primal formula, x∈V and #∈
{∃;∀}.
Formulae of the form (s := t); (s¡t); ;⊥ are said to be atomic. Atomic formulae and
their negations are called literals.
From now on, the word “formula” will denote an equational primal formula, unless
otherwise specied.




t˜=(t1; : : : ; tn) and s˜=(s1; : : : ; sn). t˜  := s˜ denotes the disjunction
∨n
i=1 ti  := si.
We recall below the very standard notion of substitution.
Denition 2.8 (substitution). A substitution  is a function mapping each variable in
X to a primal term and each variable in C to a counter expression. As usual, 
can be extended into a mapping from PT (K;D;X ; C) into PT (K;D;X ; C) and from
PF(K;D;X ; C) into PF(K;D;X ; C) using the following denitions:
• (f(t1; : : : ; tn))=def f((t1); : : : ; (tn));
• (fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn))=def fˆ((c1); : : : ; (ck); (t1); : : : ; (tn));
• (t✁ s)=def (t)✁ (s) (where ✁ ∈{ := ;¡});
• (F ∗ G)=def (F) ∗ (G) (where ∗∈ {∨;∧});
• (¬F)=def ¬(F);
• ((#x)F)=def (#x)′(F) (where #∈{∃;∀}, ′(y)= (y) if y = x, and ′(x)= x).
The image of an expression (term or formula) E by the substitution  will be often
denoted by E.
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The domain of a substitution  is the set of variables x such that (x) = x (usually
assumed to be nite). A substitution  of domain {x1; : : : ; xn} such that for all i∈ [1::n],
(xi)= ti is denoted by a set {x1→ t1; : : : ; xn→ tn}. If 1 and 2 are substitutions of
domains D1; D2 and if D1 ∩D2 = ∅, then 1 ∪ 2 denotes the substitution of domain
D1 ∪D2 dened by the following relation: x(1 ∪ 2)= xi if x∈Di.
A substitution  is called ground if for all variables x in the domain of , x is
ground.
The set of bound and free variables occurring in a formula is dened as usual:
Denition 2.9 (bound and free variables). Let F be a formula. The set of free (resp.
bound) variables occurring in F is denoted by FVar(F) (resp. BVar(F)) and is
dened as follows.
• If F =(t✁ s) (where ✁ ∈{ := ;¡}) then FVar(F)=def Var(t)∪Var(s), BVar(F)
=def ∅.
• If F =(F1 ∗ F2) (∗∈ {∨;∧}) then FVar(F)=def FVar(F1)∪FVar(F2), BVar(F)
=def BVar(F1)∪BVar(F2).
• If F =(¬G) then FVar(F)=def FVar(G), BVar(F)=def BVar(G).
• If F =(#x)G (where #∈{∃;∀}) then FVar(F)=def FVar(G)\{x}, BVar(F)=def
BVar(G)∪{x}.
Position in an equational formula
A primal expression is either a primal term or a primal equational formula. The notion
of “position in a primal term” introduced before can be very easily extended to any
primal expression. This is done by the following:
Denition 2.10 (position in an equational formula). Let F be a primal equational for-
mula and let E be a primal expression. The set Pos(F) of positions in F , the primal
expression (term or formula) F|p (the expression occurring at position p in F) and
the primal formula F[E]p are inductively dened as follows:
•  is a position in F and F| =def F . If E is a primal formula, then F[E] =def E .
• If p∈Pos(Fi), i∈{1; 2} and F =F1 ∗ F2 (∗∈ {∨;∧}) then i:p∈Pos(F) and F|i:p
=def (Fi)|p. Moreover, we have F[E]i:p =def F1 ∨F2[E]p if i=2, and F[E]i:p =def
F1[E]p ∨F2 otherwise.
• If F = t1✁ t2 (✁ ∈{ := ;¡c}), i∈{1; 2}, and p∈Pos(ti) then i:p∈Pos(F) and
F|i:p =def (ti)|p. Moreover, we have F[E]i:p =def t1[E]p✁ t2 if i=1 and F[E]i:p =def
t1✁ t2[E]p otherwise.
• If p∈Pos(G) and F =¬G then 1:p∈Pos(F) and F|1:p =def (G)|p. Moreover, we
have F[E]i:p =def ¬G[E]i.
• If p∈Pos(G) and F =(#x)G (#∈{∃;∀}) then 1:p∈Pos(F) and F|1:p =def (G)|p.
Moreover, we have F[E]i:p =def (#x)G[E]i.
A formula G is said to be a subformula of F if there exists a position p such that
F|p =G.
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For all pairs of primal expressions (E ; E ′), the notation E[E ′]p can be extended to
sets of pairwise parallel positions p in E , i.e. for any set of pairwise parallel positions
A= {p1; : : : ; pn}⊆Pos(E), we dene the primal expression E[E ′]A as follows (it is
easy to see that this does not depend on the order on p1; : : : ; pn):
E[E ′]A =def E[E ′]p1 [E ′]p2 : : : [E ′]pn
Denition 2.11 (rectied formula). An equational formula F is said to be rectied if
the following conditions hold:
• If (#x)G and (#′x′)G′ are two formulae occurring at distinct positions in F (where
#;#′ ∈{∃;∀}) then x = x′.
• FVar(F)∩BVar(F)= ∅.
In the following, we assume (without loss of generality) that any equational formula
F is rectied. This eliminates potential conHicts on the names of the variables hence
simplies the specication of the solving algorithm. It this property is not satised,
then we simply rename some of the variables occurring in the formula in order to
transform it into an equivalent rectied formula.
A formula F is said to be arithmetic if the only terms occurring in F are counter
expressions.
A position p is said to be negative (resp. positive) in a formula F if there exists
an odd (resp. even) number of proper prexes q of p such that F|p is a negation. A
variable x is said to be existential (resp. universal) in a formula F if x occurs in a
subformula of the form (#x)G occurring at a position p in F and either p is positive
and #=∃ (resp. #=∀) or p is negative and #=∀ (resp. #=∃). A formula F is
said to be purely existential (resp. purely universal) if all variables in BVar(F) are
existential (resp. universal).
It is clear that a formula is purely existential (resp. universal) iE its negation normal
form contains no universal (resp. existential) quantier.
2.4. Semantics
In this section, we dene the semantics of primal expressions. We assume given
a precedence ≺ on dened symbols. Denitions below are adapted from [8] (as we
shall see, some slight modications have been introduced in order to better suit our
purposes).
Denition 2.12 (approximation). The approximation of a primal term t= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ;
t1; : : : ; tn) is the set of primal terms:
Apx(t) =def {gˆ(c˜; t˜ ) ∈ PT (K;D;X ; C) | gˆ ≺ fˆ; c˜ ¡s (c1; : : : ; : : : ; ck);
t˜ ¡s (t1; : : : ; tn)}
For any primal term t, the constructor wrap of t is the term Wrp(t) obtained by
replacing each redex by a special symbol “•” (the hole).
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Notation 2.13. We denote by %+ the following system of rewriting rules:
0 + x → x
succ(x) + y → succ(x + y)
Denition 2.14 (Presburger rewrite system). A Presburger rewrite system R is a set
containing the system %+ and for each dened symbol fˆ∈D two rewriting rules that
are respectively of the form:
• the basic rule
fˆ(0; c2; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xm)→ r1
• the inductive rule, which can have one of the two following forms:
fˆ(n+ 1; c2; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xm)→ r2[fˆ(n; c2; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xm)]A (1)
fˆ(n+ 1; c2; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xm)
→ r2[fˆ(n; c2; : : : ; ci−1; ci + 1; ci+1; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xm)]A (2)
where:
• (c2; : : : ; ck)∈Ck−1, (x1; : : : ; xm)∈Xm.
• A is a nite subset of parallel non-root positions from Pos(r2).
• the right-hand side of each inductive rewrite rule is a regular primal term.
• all redexes of r1 and r2 belong to the approximation Apx(fˆ(n; c2; : : : ; cn; x1; : : : ; xm)).
• the root symbol Head(r2) is a constructor.
• each variable xi (i6i6m) occurring in Var(r1)∪Var(r2[•]A) must occur in
Var(Wrp(r1))∪Var(Wrp(r2)).
Remark 2.15. The alert reader will notice that the last item in the above denition is
not exactly identical to the corresponding one in [8]. Indeed, in contrast to [8], we
allow, for technical reasons, the occurrence of “useless” parameters in the term r2, i.e.
the occurrence of parameters that never appear in the normal form of any primal term.
Consider for example the system:
fˆ(n+ 1; x)→ s(fˆ(n; x))
fˆ(0; x)→ a:
Here, x is clearly useless since it occurs neither in the basic term, nor in the inductive
context. This system of rewriting rules satises the denition above, but does not satisfy
the denition from [8] due to the fact that x occurs nor in a, nor in s(•).
The interest of the new denition is only to simplify some of the forthcoming
notations and proofs. It does not aEect the semantics of primal term, nor the scope
of the results, but it will greatly simplify further denitions, because, as we will see,
some transformations will be applied on Presburger Rewrite Systems and some of the
variables may “disappear” from r1 during the process.
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The counter variable n is called the active counter of the dened symbol fˆ, r1; r2
are respectively called the basic term and inductive term of fˆ and the positions in A
are called the inductive positions of fˆ. If the inductive rule of fˆ is of the form (2),
then the integer i (see above) is called the counter rank of fˆ and ci is called the
auxiliary counter.
A symbol fˆ is said to be non-ambiguous if its active counter n occurs in the
inductive term r2 at a position q parallel to any position in A.
Remark 2.16. The reader may wonder why the symbols fˆ satisfying the above con-
dition are called “ambiguous”. This is actually linked to the solving of unication
problems and relates to the ambiguity on the value of the active counter during the
“unfolding” of a given primal term. Consider for instance the formula (fˆ(n; c˜; x˜ ) := u),
where u is a ground term. If fˆ is non-ambiguous, then the value of n is entirely de-
termined by exploring the positions in u that are parallel to the positions in A. Indeed,
the application of the rules corresponding to fˆ on the equation fˆ(n; c˜; x˜ ) := u gives the
two following problems:
r1
:= u (if n = 0)
or
r2[f(m; c˜; x˜ )]A
:= u (if n = m+ 1):
The value of n is xed in the rst equation. Moreover, since r2 contains an occurrence
of m at a position q parallel to any position in A, the last equation will x the value
of m without having to know the value of fˆ(m; c˜; x˜ ). This means that no further
application of the rewriting rules corresponding to fˆ is needed to know the value of
m (hence of n). In other words, the value of n is entirely determined by the rst
unfolding step. On the other hand, if fˆ is ambiguous, the value of m cannot be known
without exploring at least one of the position in A (which may lead to a loop, as we
shall see).
This is a key property that will be crucial for the elimination of universal quantiers.
It should be noted, for instance, that the inductive term of an ambiguous symbol does
not depend on the active counter, which will allow to express cycles more easily.
An integer i∈ [1::n] (resp. ∈ [2::k]) is said to be useless (resp. c-useless) w.r.t. fˆ
if ti (resp. ci) occurs neither in r2 nor in r1[a]A.
Remark 2.17. As in [8], and unlike [7], we impose that no new variable is introduced
during the rewriting process. Therefore, no marked variables are allowed (see [7] for
the denition of marked variables). As already observed in [8], the unication problem
is undecidable if new variables are introduced at each inductive step. Presburger Rewrite
System without marked variables are called @at in [7].
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In [8], it is proved that Presburger rewrite systems are terminating and con@uent. 2
Therefore for any term t and for any Presburger rewrite system R, t has a unique
normal form w.r.t. R, denoted by t ↓R.
For any pair of term (t; s) we note t ≡R s if t ↓R= s ↓R.
Remark 2.18. If t ↓R contains no integer variable, then it may not contain any dened
symbol. Indeed, if t contains a subterm of the form fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ) then n must be ground
(since t contains no integer variables) hence either one of the rules in %+ applies on
n or n is an integer and one of the rules in R applies of fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ).
Example 2.19. The system:
{fˆ(0; u)→ a;fˆ(c + 1; u)→ g(u;fˆ(c; u))}
is a Presburger Rewrite System. The term fˆ(n;f(x)) is a primal term and denotes the
term:
g (f(x); g(f(x); : : : ; g(f(x); a)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
:
Example 2.20. The system:
fˆ(0)→ a
fˆ(c + 1)→ f(fˆ(c))
gˆ(0; c′; u)→ u
gˆ(c + 1; c′; u)→ g(fˆ(c); gˆ(c; c′ + 1; u);fˆ(c′))
is a Presburger Rewrite System. The primal term gˆ(n; 0;f(x)) denotes the term:
g(fn−1(a); g(fn−2(a); : : : ; (g(f(a); g(a; f(x); fn−1(a)); fn−2(a))); : : : ; f(a)); a):
2.5. Primal equational problem
We now introduce the notion of primal equational problem. Since the semantics of
primal terms depend on the considered Presburger Rewrite System R, the solutions of
a rst order formula F will also depend on R.
Denition 2.21 (primal equational problem). A primal equational problem is a pair
(F ;R) where F is an equational primal formula and R is a Presburger rewrite
system.
2 Presburger rewrite systems in [8] did not contain %+. But it is clear that the adding of %+ does not
change the properties of the system.
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Substitutions may be extended to primal equational problems, using the following
relation:
(F ;R) =def (F;R)
Denition 2.22 (solution of an equational problem). Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equ-
ational problem. A ground substitution  of domain FVar(F) is a solution of & if one
of the following conditions holds.
• F = ;
• F =(s := t) and t ↓R= t ↓R;
• F =(s¡t) and s ↓R¡t ↓R;
• F =F1 ∨ F2 and  is a solution of (F1;R) or (F2;R);
• F =F1 ∧F2 and  is a solution of (F1;R) and (F2;R);
• F =¬G and  is not a solution of (G;R);
• F =(∀x)G, x∈X and for all ground primal terms t, ∪{x→ t} is a solution of
(G;R);
• F =(∀x)G, x∈C and for all n∈N , ∪{x→ n} is a solution of (G;R);
• F =(∃x)G, x∈X and there exists a ground primal term t such that ∪{x→ t} is
a solution of (G;R);
• F =(∃x)G, x∈C and there exists a counter expression n∈N such that ∪{x→ n}
is a solution of (G;R).
The (in general innite) set of solutions of a primal equational problem & is denoted
by Sol(&).
Two primal equational problems & and &′ are said to be equivalent if they have
the same set of solutions i.e. if Sol(&)=Sol(&′) (this implies that & and &′ have the
same set of free variables). This is denoted by & ≡ &′. Two formulae F and F ′ are
said to be R-equivalent if (F ;R) ≡ (F ′;R). This is noted F ≡R F ′.
The notion of solution may be extended to sets of problems (interpreted as disjunc-
tions): a substitution  is said to be a solution of a set of primal equational problems
S if it is a solution of a problem &∈S. The set of solutions of a set of primal
equational problems S is denoted by Sol(S) (we have Sol(S)=
⋃
&∈S Sol(&)).
2.6. Specifying algorithms by rewrite rules
Following the standard usage (see for example [9]), all the algorithms will be spec-
ied as terminating systems of rewriting rules, operating on formulae (or on sets of
formulae). As usual, these rules must be applied modulo some basic properties of the
symbols =;∨;∧;∃;∀; ∪, e.g. the rule
(x := t) ∧ R → (x := t) ∧ R{x → t}
can also be read as:
R ∧ (t := x)→ (x := t) ∧ R{x → t}:
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For any terminating system of rewriting rules R, we will denote by F ↓R a normal
form of F w.r.t. R. The normal form may be chosen arbitrarily, because we are
interested in properties that are shared by all normal forms of F w.r.t. R.
Of course, the transformation rules have to preserve the meaning of the formula,
which is formalized by the following:
Denition 2.23 (correctness). A system of rewriting rules R operating on primal equa-
tional problems (resp. on sets of primal equational problems) is said to be correct if
for all pairs of primal equational problems (resp. of sets of primal equational problems)
(&; &′) such that &→R &′, we have Sol(&)=Sol(&′).
3. Solved forms
The set of solutions of a given problem is in general innite. Thus, before presenting
our algorithm for solving primal equational problems, we have to introduce a language
to represent these sets of solutions. To this purpose, we propose to consider a special
kind of primal equational problems, called “solved form”, dened by purely syntactic
criteria. The problems belonging to this class are suitable for representing sets of
substitutions because their sets of solutions can be directly extracted. The following
denition may be seen as an extension of the notion of “denition with constraints”
from [5] to primal equational problems.
Denition 3.1 (solved form). A primal equational problem (F ;R) is said to be in
solved form if F is a (possibly empty) nite disjunction of formulae of the following
form:







yj  := sj ∧ N
where:
• N is an arithmetic formula having at least one solution;
• for all i∈ [1::n], xi is an ordinary variable occurring only once in F ;
• for all j∈ [1::m], yj is an ordinary variable not syntactically equal to sj.
If F is the empty disjunction then F =⊥.
Lemma 3.2. Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equational problem in solved form. If F =⊥
then & is satisable.
Proof. Let (F ;R) be a primal equational problem in solved form. F is of the form








yj  := sj ∧ N:
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We prove that (G;R) is satisable (this obviously entails that (F ;R) is satisable).
Since N is satisable, there exists a ground substitution ) of the counter variables
occurring in G such that N) is true.
By denition, we have
(G);R) ≡ (G) ↓R;R);






:= ti) ↓R ∧
k∧
j=1
yj  := sj) ↓R ∧N);R
)
:
Since N) ≡R  , we deduce (G);R) ≡ (
∧n
i=1 xi
:= ti) ↓R ∧
∧k
j=1 yj  := sj) ↓R;R)
But since ) is a ground substitution of the counter variables in G, the terms ti)
(16i6n) and sj) (16j6k) cannot contain any counter variable. Therefore the terms
ti) ↓R (16i6n) and sj) ↓R (16j6k) cannot contain any dened symbol, hence must
be standard terms. Hence the formula
∧n
i=1 xi
:= ti) ↓R ∧
∧k
j=1 yj  := sj) ↓R must be a
denition with constraints (in the sense of [5]), hence must have at least one solution .
Then ∪ ) is a solution of (G;R).
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.2 also provides a very simple algorithm for enu-
merating the set of solutions of a problem in solved form.
4. Overview of the solving algorithm
Now, we have all what we need to describe our procedure for solving equational
formulae. In this section we provide an informal description of the solving process, in
order to facilitate the reading of the forthcoming algorithms. The provided explanations
and examples should allow the reader the grasp the ideas behind the mathematical
denitions in the next sections (some of them are technically involved). Some ideas and
techniques from [5] (disunication in the empty theory) and from [12] (disunication of
I -terms) are reused (adapted to our particular formalism) hence will also be described
in details.
The algorithm for solving equational formulae can be summarized as follows:
1. Logical simplication rules. We dene rst a set of simplication rules %s only
depending on the semantics of the logical symbols ∨;∧;∀;∃;⊥; . These rules are
very standard. The goal is to transform the formula into negation normal form and
to eliminate irrelevant subformulae (i.e. formulae that are always true or false) as
well as useless quantiers.
2. Unication rules. We show how to solve equations or disequations by reusing the
algorithm for solving unication problems described in [8]. The algorithm uses 2
diEerent kinds to rules:
• Standard unication rules (i.e. decomposition, clash, occur check). For example
f(t1; : : : ; tn)
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• Narrowing rules (for rewriting terms with dened head). The narrowing rule
instantiates the active counter of a given dened symbol fˆ in order to allow
the application of the inductive or basic rule corresponding to fˆ. For example
an equation fˆ(n) := a where fˆ is dened by the rules: fˆ(0)→ a and fˆ(n +
1)→ g(fˆ(n)), will be replaced by the disjunction of the following two problems:
n := 0 ∧ a := a
and
(∃m)(n := m+ 1 ∧ g(fˆ(m)) := a):
In this case, the second disjunct may be eliminated, by application of the clash
rule on the equation g(fˆ(m)) := a and simplication.
As we shall see, these rules do not terminate in general. However a pruning
mechanism can be used to detect cycles, eliminate them, and re-construct the
corresponding set of solutions. Note that all the rules may be applied also to
formulae occurring in the scope of a negation symbol (thus allowing us to simplify
disequations as well as equations).
3. Solving purely existential formulae. We show how to transform purely existential
formulae into solved ones. This is done by combining the unications and dis-
unication rules above with distributivity rules (in order to obtain conjunctions of
equations and disequations in solved form) and with a replacement rule allowing
to eliminate and replace variables when their values have been computed. This
part is relatively easy, but the combination of the unication and disunication
rules must be done carefully, because the unication algorithm may introduce new
existential variables into the formula. In case the equation at hand appears on the
scope of a negation, these existential quantiers can be transformed into univer-
sal ones by the simplication rules introduced in the rst section (transformation
into negation normal form). Fortunately, we shall prove that all the new variables
introduced during the process satisfy some particular property which ensures, in-
formally speaking, that they are in some sense “linked” to existing variables. This
property allows us to dene a specic rule to eliminate the universal quantiers
introduced during the disunication process.
4. Elimination of universal quantiers. Then, we show how to eliminate universal
quantiers. This part can be considered as the core (and most diIcult part) of
the solving algorithm. We consider formulae in conjunction normal form, hence
any formula can be seen as a conjunction of clauses of the form (∀y˜)F (possibly
containing free variables), where F is a disjunction of equations and disequations.
The goal is to eliminate all the variables y˜ (possibly at the cost of introducing new
free variables). We can assume, w.l.o.g. that all the equations and disequations
are in normal form w.r.t. the unication and disunication rules (i.e. they must
be of the form x := t or x  := s where x is a variable and t a term not contain-
ing x).
Firstly, we remark that if the variables in y˜ occur only in equations, then these
equations will have no solutions hence can be removed from F . Indeed, given an
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equation x := t and a variable y occurring in x := t there is at most one value of
y such as x := t is satised (assuming that the value of other variables is xed).
Therefore, if the variables in y˜ occur only in equations, it is easy to exhibate an
instance of y˜ such that all these equations are falsied. Therefore, the universal
quantication (∀y˜)F holds only if the equations not containing variables from y˜
are satised. Thus one can safely delete from the disjunction all the equations
containing variables in y˜. The quantication (∀y˜) becomes useless and can be
removed as well.
Thus, we only have to show how to eliminate universal variables occurring in
disequations. If a universal variable y occurs at a root position in a disequation
y  := t, then it is easy to get rid of y, since it is clear that any formula of the form
(∀y)((y  := t) ∨ F) is equivalent to F{y→ t} (if t does not contain y, otherwise
the unication rules apply).
Therefore, what we only have to do is to show how to “lift” the universal variables
occurring at a “deep” position in a disequation until they reach the root position
where it is easy to get rid of them. This is done by dening rules reducing the
complexity of the considered disequation (at the cost of an “explosion” of the
size of the overall formula).
Assume that a universal variable occurs in a disequation x := t. By irreducibility
w.r.t. to the previous rule, neither t nor x can be a universal variable
(thus y = x).
We rstly consider the (standard) case in which t is of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn),
where f is a constructor. Since x is free, one can simplify the disequation x  := t by
performing a case analysis on the head symbol of x. Indeed, it is clear that x must
be of the form g(x1; : : : ; xm) for some constructor g∈K and some terms x1; : : : ; xm.
In this case, the disequation x  :=f(t1; : : : ; tn) can be replaced by g(x1; : : : ; xm)  :=
f(t1; : : : ; tn) which can in turn be decomposed either to  (if f = g) or to the
disjunction
∨n
i=1 xi  := ti (if f= g; n=m). Notice that during this process, the size
of the disequations containing y decreases strictly (since at least a symbol f
has been eliminated). Since the number of constructors in K is nite, one can
consider the disjunction of all the formulae obtained by considering successively
each constructor g∈K hence each possible value for x. Obviously, this preserves
the set of solutions of the original formula. The corresponding rule is called the
K-Explode rule (it is called the Explosion rule in [5]). This rule is suIcient
to eliminate universal variables occurring in standard terms (not containing any
dened symbol). The size of the disequations decreases strictly at each appli-
cation of the rule, thus we end up either with the formula  or with an dis-
equation of the form y  := s (in this case y may be replaced by s as we have
seen).
Unfortunately, if t is of the form fˆ(c˜; t˜ ) where fˆ is a dened symbol, the
K-Explode rule is useless. Indeed, if we instantiate x with a formula of the form
g(s1; : : : ; sm) and apply the unication rules on g(s1; : : : ; sm)
:= fˆ(c˜; t˜ ), we have
no guarantee that the obtained formulae will be less complex that the original
one, since the narrowing rule may increase the size of the terms by instantiat-
ing the active counter. For instance, let us see what happens if we apply the
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If x is of the form g(˜t ) for g =f; g = a, the formula can be reduced to  since x
and fˆ(n) are not uniable. If x is a then the formula x  := fˆ(n) is equivalent to n=0,
thus the formula can be reduced to (∀n)(n  :=0) which is equivalent to ⊥. However,
if x is of the form s(x1) for some term x1, then s(x1)
:= fˆ(n)) is equivalent to
(∃m)(n := m+ 1 ∧ s(x1) := s(fˆ(m))) ≡ (∃m)(n := m+ 1 ∧ x1 := fˆ(m)):
Hence the formula (∀n)(s(x1)  := fˆ(n)) will be reduced to a formula of the form:
(∀n; m)(n  := m+ 1 ∨ x1  := fˆ(m)) ≡ (∀m)(x1  := fˆ(m)):
The obtained formula is equivalent to the original one, which leads to divergence.
This example demonstrates that a more clever Explosion rule is needed in case the
head symbol is a dened symbol. We propose the following solution: instead of just
performing a case analysis on the head symbol of x, we are going to express “global”
properties of x, i.e. properties depending of deep positions in x. These properties are
chosen to ensure that a form of “global” decomposition rule is applicable on x  := t,
so that potential cycles in the unication process can be pruned and eliminated.
Assume that a universal variable y occurs in a disequation x  := fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ). Let r1; r2
be respectively the basic and inductive terms corresponding to fˆ. Assume in a rst
step that r2 contains no occurrence of the active counter (i.e. fˆ is ambiguous) and
no occurrence of the auxiliary counter. In this case, the inductive context does not
change at each unfolding step, hence fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ) is of the form
r2[r2[: : : [r2[r1]A]A : : :]A]A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
In order to simplify notations, this term will be denoted as rn2 [r1]A.
We also assume that r2 contains no universal variable (as we shall see, universal
variables occurring in r2 can be directly eliminated by the standard explosion rule).
Now, instead of performing a case analysis on the head of x, we remark that there
necessarily exists a natural number m such that x is of the form
x = rm2 [x
′]A = r2[r2[: : : [r2[x′]A]A : : :]A]A︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
where x′ is not of the form r2[: : :]A. Note that in the worst case (i.e. if x is not of
the form r2[: : :]), we will have simply n=0 and x= x′.
Unfortunately, this property cannot be expressed in the language of primal formulae
without changing the Presburger Rewrite System, since the basic term of the se-
quence depends on the dened symbol fˆ. In order to express such a property, one
have to consider a new symbol gˆ dened exactly as the symbol fˆ excepted that
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its basic term is x′ instead of r1 (x′ is added to the set of arguments of gˆ). This
process—replacing the basic term of a dened symbol by a new argument x′—will
be called a “basic term abstraction” in the following.
The use of basic term abstraction allows to express the above property at the object
level. This is done as follows:
x = gˆ(m; c˜; x′; t˜ ) ∧ (∀x′′)(x′  := r2[x′′]A):
Note that this introduces a new quantier ∀x′′ in the formula. However, this will
not threaten termination, because the corresponding formula x′  := r2[x′′]A is in some
sense “simpler” than the original one (more precisely, one level in the hierarchy of
context iterations is dropped).
We have x= rm2 (x
′) and t= rn2 (r1). Since x
′ = r2(: : :), it is clear that x := t implies
that m¿n. Thus x  := t can be reduced by decomposition to:
r1  := gˆ(m− n; c˜; x′; t˜):
The n rst iterating steps in x= rm2 (x
′) are removed. If r1 is not uniable with the
inductive context of gˆ(m−n; c˜; x′; t˜ ) the disequation will be reduced to m−n  :=0∨
r1  := x′ which is obviously simpler than the original one (one level dropped in the
sequence of contexts). Otherwise, this implies that the basic term of fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ) is
uniable with its inductive term, i.e. that the two consecutive sequences of contexts
are overlapping. Such primal term will be called unsafe in the following. We remark
that due to the condition (∀x′′)(x′  := r2[x′′]A), the basic term x′ of gˆ(m− n; c˜; x′; t˜ )
cannot be uniable with its inductive context, hence gˆ(m; n; c˜; x′; t˜ ) is safe (whereas
fˆ(n; c˜; t˜ ) is not). This shows that the obtained formula is, in some sense, less com-
plex than the original one.
For instance, let us consider the formula:
(∀n)(x  := fˆ(n))
where fˆ is dened as above with K= {a; s}. We introduce the following dened
symbol, obtained by basic term abstraction on fˆ:
gˆ(n+ 1; x)→ s(gˆ(n; x))
gˆ(0; x)→ x:
The formula will be reduced to:
x = gˆ(m; x′) ∧ (∀x′′)(x′  := s(x′′)) ∧ (∀n)(gˆ(m; x′)  := fˆ(n)):
x′′ can be eliminated using the standard explosion rule, yielding the solution x′= a
(indeed, we assume that a and s are the only constructors). Thus we obtain:
x = gˆ(m; a) ∧ (∀n)(gˆ(m; a)  := fˆ(n))
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The unication procedure on gˆ(m; a) := fˆ(n) produces the only solution n=m, thus
we nally get:
x = gˆ(m; a) ∧ (∀n)(m  := n)
which is reducible to ⊥.
If r2 contains the active counter and=or the auxiliary counter, things get more com-
plicated. Indeed, the value of the inductive context changes at each iteration step.
Hence x cannot be written as gˆ(m; c˜; x′; t˜ ) because the repetition of the contexts r2
may interrupt before the value of the active counter reaches 0.
Let us consider for instance the following dened symbol:
hˆ(n+ 1; x′)→ g(fˆ(n); hˆ(n; x′))
hˆ(0; x′)→ x′
where fˆ is dened as above.
It is clear that, for instance, the term x= g(s(s(a)); a) cannot be expressed as an in-
stance of the primal term hˆ(n; x′) (where the formula (∀x′′)(x′ = r2[x′′]A) holds),
since the sequence of contexts g(sn(a); g(sn−1(a); g(: : : ; g(a; : : :) : : :))) stops with
n=2. Actually, if we want to enable a form of global decomposition similar to the
previous case, we have to express the fact that x is of the form g(sn(a); g(sn−1(a); : : : ;
g(sm(a); x′) : : :)), for some m6n and x′ = g(sm−1(a); : : :).
In order to express this property at the object level, it is again necessary to transform
the Presburger Rewrite System. In some sense, we have to “disconnect” the number
of iterations from the value of the variable occurring in the inductive context. This
is done by introducing a new dened symbol hˆ′ and a new counter variable m with
the following rules:
hˆ′(n+ 1; m; x′)→ g(fˆ(n+ m); hˆ′(n; m; x′))
hˆ′(0; m; x′)→ hˆ(m; x′):
Clearly, we have hˆ′(n; m; x)= hˆ(n+m; x). This operation is called a counter decom-
position in the following.
These principles allow to dene a new explosion rule called the P-Explode rule,
allowing to decrease the complexity of the formulae containing universal variables.
Repeated application of the Explosion rules allows to discard universal variables
occurring at non root positions which eventually enables to get rid of universal
quantiers.
5. Solving rst-order formulae. Finally, we show how to combine the above steps in
order to transform any rst order formula into solved form. The idea is very simple:
the rules proposed in the previous section allows to transform any ∀∗M prenex
formula (possibly containing free variables) into an equivalent purely existential
formulae. By duality, it is clear that any ∃∗M formula can by transformed into a
purely universal formula. Therefore, any subformula of the form ∃∗∀∗M or ∀∗∃∗M
occurring in the formula at hand may be replaced by an equivalent formula of the
form ∃∗M or ∀∗M respectively. It is clear that this process strictly decreases the
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Fig. 1. %s: basic simplication rules.
number of quantier alternations in the formula (of course the number of quantiers
itself can increase). Thus it necessarily terminates and eventually yields a purely
existential formula which can be solved using the algorithm presented above. This
part is rather standard hence the proofs are skipped to Appendix.
5. Simplifying formulae
We rst introduce a set of basic simplication rules, corresponding to well-known
properties of the logical symbols. We denote by %s the system depicted in Fig. 1.
The application condition of the rule (Dio) can be checked using any existing algo-
rithm for solving linear arithmetic formulae (see for example [6]). The reader should
refer to Denition 2.14 for the denition of “useless” and “c-useless”.
Lemma 5.1. %s is correct and terminating.
Proof. See Appendix A.
6. A unication algorithm
The positive existential fragment of the theory of primal grammars is decidable [8].
We reuse here the algorithm proposed in [8] to handle the case of unication problems,
i.e. the case of formulae containing neither negations nor universal quantiers. The
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Fig. 2. P-Unif (R): unication algorithm (main procedure).
main principles of the unication algorithm are recalled below. 3 Since the presented
algorithm is rather complex, it is impossible to recall here all the technical details.
The interested reader should consult [8] or [7] for a more complete description of the
algorithm.
The unication algorithm combines standard (syntactical) unication rules (i.e. de-
composition, clash, etc.) with carefully controlled narrowing techniques, which are used
to handle equations of the form fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)
:= t, where fˆ is a dened symbol.
It consists of two procedures: a main procedure and a subordinate procedure which
is called from the main procedure. Both procedures are presented as a set of rewrit-
ing rules, operating on unication problems and transforming any problem into solved
forms.
For the sake of coherence, we keep the same notations as in [8]. However, instead
of considering mixed problems of the form (L;P) where L is a arithmetic formulae
and P a conjunction of arithmetic equations, we prefer to dene rules operating on
equational primal formulae.
Let R be a Presburger rewriting system. We denote by P-Unif (R) the system of
rewriting rules depicted in Fig. 2.
In [8], it is proven that the main procedure terminates on any unication problem,
provided that the subordinate procedure terminates.
Remark 6.1. In [8], two other rules were considered the so-called Coalesce and Elim-
inate rules that correspond roughly speaking to the usual replacement rule:
x := t ∧ F → x := t ∧ F{x → t}:
3 As we shall see, the proof of the termination of our algorithm depends on particular features of the
unication algorithm, which explains why we cannot use the procedure in [8] as a “black box”.
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Fig. 3. Unication algorithm: subordinate procedure.
Here we do not use these two rules. They will be replaced by the more restricted
(Merge) and (∀-Eliminate) rules in the following. Obviously the removing of these
two rules does not aEect the termination of the main procedure (of course the obtained
procedure is not complete any more, but this does not matter, since the completeness
of the whole procedure will be proved later).
The subordinate procedure is dened by the rules in Fig. 3.
It does not terminate in general (it is easy to see that repeated applications of
the rule “Fork” followed by Simplication and Decomposition may lead to innite
derivations). However, it is proven in [8] that this procedure terminates when enriched
by a special mechanism for detecting innite branches in the derivation tree. This
is done by detecting equations that are “similar” (in some sense) to a previously
encountered equation. These equations correspond to “cycles” in the unication process,
and can potentially generate an innite number of distinct uniers. Once such a cycle is
detected, the corresponding innite set of solutions is reconstructed in a symbolic way,
with the help of auxiliary integer variables, expressing, informally speaking, the number
of times one have to go over the corresponding cycle. This allows to express nitely
unbounded paths in the unication process. An algorithm is provided for computing
the solutions of such innite pruned derivation trees. We refer to [8] for more details
about the pruning mechanism. Note that this process may add new existential variables
into the consider formula (we will have to take this into account during the proof of
termination).
Example 6.2. We consider the following unication problem:
fˆ(n) := gˆ(m);
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We have fˆ(n)= sn(a) and gˆ(n)= s2n(a). Let us apply the subordinate procedure on
this equation. We rst use (Fork) on the variable n. This leads to the disjunction of
the two following problems (depending on the value of the integer variable n):
(n := 0 ∧fˆ(0) := gˆ(m)) ≡ (n := 0 ∧ a := gˆ(m))
or
(∃n′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧fˆ(n′ + 1) := gˆ(m)):
We rst solve the rst subformula. We apply (Fork) on the variable m, which yields:
(n := 0 ∧ m := 0 ∧ a := gˆ(0)) ∨ (∃m′)(n := 0 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧ a := gˆ(m′ + 1)):
By (Simplify) the term gˆ(m′ + 1) can be reduced to s(s(gˆ(m′))). Thus by (ConHict),
the second disjunct can be reduced to ⊥. Since gˆ(0) is reducible to a, (Trivial) can be
applied on (a := gˆ(0)) ≡ (a := a) hence we obtain the unique solution: (n :=0∧m :=0).
Now, let us consider the second subformula. (Simplify) can be applied on the term
fˆ(n+ 1; x) which leads to the formula:
(∃n′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ s(fˆ(n′)) := gˆ(m)):
Using the rules (Fork) and (Simplify) on m we get the formula (the reader can check
that the other disjunct can be reduced to ⊥):
(∃n′; m′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧ s(fˆ(n′)) := s(s(gˆ(m′)))):
(Decompose) can be applied on the last equation, producing:
(∃n′; m′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧fˆ(n′) := s(gˆ(m′))):
Again, we apply (Fork) on the variable n′. The case n′=0 can be dismissed, because
fˆ(0)= a and the equation a := s(fˆ(m′)) will be reduced to ⊥ by (ConHict). Thus we
only get the following:
(∃n′; n′′; m′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ n′ := n′′ + 1 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧fˆ(n′′ + 1) := s(gˆ(m′)))
which can be reduced by (Simplify) to:
(∃n′; n′′; m′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ n′ := n′′ + 1 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧ s(fˆ(n′′)) := s(gˆ(m′)))
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and by (Decompose):
(∃n′; n′′; m′)(n := n′ + 1 ∧ n′ := n′′ + 1 ∧ m := m′ + 1 ∧fˆ(n′′) := gˆ(m′)):
At this point we note that the obtained problem is identical to the original one modulo
a translation on the value of the variables m and n. Indeed, it is clear that the last
problem is equivalent to the problem
(fˆ(n) := gˆ(m))+
where + is the following substitution: + : n→ n − 2; m→m − 1. Obviously nothing
prevents us from going over this cycle an unbounded number of times, yielding similar
problems of the form:
(fˆ(n) := gˆ(m))+k :
This shows that the set of solutions of the original problem is identical to the solutions
given by the nite branches, namely (n :=0∧m :=0), translated an arbitrary number of
times by the substitution +−1. This leads to the following set of solutions:
(∃k)(n := 0 + 2× k ∧ m := 0 + k):
This deliberately trivial example is only intended to give a taste of the ideas under-
lying the pruning mechanism. The interested reader should refer to [8] for a formal
description of the algorithm and for more complicated examples.
6.1. Some properties of the unication algorithm
Lemma 6.3. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. The system P-Unif(R)
(enriched by the special pruning mechanism) is correct and terminating.
Proof. See [8].
Lemma 6.5 states an important property of the new existential variables introduced
during the unication process. It ensures that their values is xed by the variables
already occurring in the original formula (intuitively, this means that no new “degree
of freedom” is added in the formula). This idea is formalized as follows:
Denition 6.4. Let x be a variable. x is said to be restricted w.r.t. an arithmetic formula
F if for any ground substitution - of FVar(F) \ {x}, there exists exactly one integer
n∈N such that F-{x→ n} holds.
Lemma 6.5. Let F be a formula and let x be a bound variable occurring in a sub-
formula in F ↓P-Unif(R) but not in F . F contains a formula of the form (∃x)(t := s∧G)
where x is restricted w.r.t. t := s.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the denition of the rules and of the
pruning mechanism in [8].
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Restricted variables have an important property, stated by the following:
Lemma 6.6. Let x be a variable restricted w.r.t. t := s. Then, for any formula F and
for any Presburger Rewrite System R we have
((∃x)(t := s ∧ F);R) ≡ ((∀x)(t  := s ∨ F);R):
Proof. Let  be a solution of ((∃x)(t := s∧F);R). There exists a ground arithmetic
expression n such that ∪{x→ n} is a solution of F and t := s. Assume that  is
not a solution of ((∀x)t  := s∨F ;R). This means that there exists a ground arithmetic
expression n′ such that ∪{x→ n′} is a solution of (t := s;R) but not of (F ;R).
However since x is restricted, ∪{x→ n′}∈Sol((t := s;R)) entails that n= n′, which
contradicts the fact that ∪{x→ n′} =∈ (F ;R).
Conversely, let  be a solution of ((∀x)(t  := s∧F);R). Since x is restricted w.r.t.
t := s, there exists a term n such that ∪{x→ n} is a solution of (t := s;R). Since for
all n, ∪{x→ n}∈Sol(((∀x)(t  := s∧F);R)), we deduce that ∪{x→ n} must be a
solution of (F ;R), hence that  is a solution of ((∃x)(t := s∧F);R).
7. Solving formulae without any universal quantiers
We rst show how to solve formulae that do not contain any universal quantiers.
This may be done using unication rules (including replacement) plus distributivity
and shifting rules allowing to transform the formula into a disjunction of (possibly
existentially quantied) conjunctions of literals. Note that the application of unica-
tion rules to disequations may introduce universal quantiers (via transformation into
negation normal form). However, we take advantage of the fact that the corresponding
variables are restricted (as proven in the previous section) in order to transform these
quantiers into existential ones.
More formally, %∃ is dened by the rule in %s plus the rules in Fig. 4 (we assume
that the rule (∀-Drop) is applied with the highest priority).
Next lemmata state the properties of %∃: correctness, termination and completeness
(the rst property follows straightforwardly from known results, the last two ones are
slightly more diIcult).
Lemma 7.1. %∃ is correct.
Proof. The correctness of the unication rules has been proven in [8]. The correctness
of the rules (∨-∧-Distribute), (∧-∃-Shift) and (∃-∨-Shiftor) is a direct consequence
of well-known properties of the logical symbols ∨;∧;∃. The correctness of (Merge)
is immediate. Finally, the correctness of (∀-Drop) rule is a direct consequence of
Lemma 6.6.
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Fig. 4. %∃: solving ∃∗-formulae.
Lemma 7.2. %∃ is terminating.
Proof. Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equational problem. Let &′=(F ′;R)=& ↓%s .F ′ can always be written as a formula of the form ∨ni=1 Fi where for all i∈ [1::n]
Fi is not a disjunction and is not identical to ⊥. Note that we may have i=1 (if F
is not a disjunction) or even i=0 (in this case F =⊥). Fi is of the form (∃x˜i)F ′i ,
where F ′i is not a existential quantication (x˜i may be empty).
A variable is said to be solved in a formula F if it occurs only once in F .
For any formula F , we denote by:
• unsolved(F) the number of unsolved variables in F ;
• N∀(F) the number of universal quantiers in F ;
• reducible(F) the number of atomic subformulae in F that are not in normal form
w.r.t. P-Unif (R).
We introduce the following measure I ′ on primal equational problems:
I ′(&) = ({(unsolved(Fi); reducible(Fi); N∀(Fi); size(F ′i )) | 16 i 6 n}; I(F));
where I and size are dened as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. I ′ is ordered using multiset
and lexicographic extensions of the usual ordering on natural numbers. We show that
each rule in %∃ strictly decreases I ′.
• By denition, %s cannot change F ′. Moreover, it strictly decreases I (see the proof
of Lemma 5.1).
• (Unify) does not increase unsolved(Fi) for all i∈ [1::n] (since no new non-arithmetic
formula is added) and strictly decreases reducible(Fi) for one integer i∈ [1::n].
Moreover, the other disjuncts are left unchanged. Hence I ′ decreases strictly.
• (∀-Drop) does not increase unsolved(Fi) and reducible(Fi) and strictly decreases
N∀(Fi) for one integer i∈ [1::n]. Moreover, the other disjunct are left unchanged.
Hence I ′ decreases strictly.
• (Merge) strictly decreases unsolved .
• (∧-∃-Shift) does not aEect unsolved(Fi); reducible(Fi) and N∀(Fi). Moreover,
it strictly reduces size(F ′i ) (since one existential quantier is shifted outside the
formula F ′i ).
• (∃-∨-Shift) and (∧-∨-Distribute) do not increase unsolved(Fi); reducible(Fi); N∀(Fi)
and replace a disjunct by two disjuncts of a strictly smaller size. Hence I ′ decreases
strictly.
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Lemma 7.3. Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equational problem such that F is a purely
existential formula. & ↓%∃ is in solved form.
Proof. Let & ↓%∃ =(F ′;R).
Clearly, any formula F ′ must be a (possibly empty) nite disjunction of formulae
of the following form:
(∃x1; : : : ; xn)G;
where the two following conditions hold:
• G is not an existential formula (otherwise the corresponding variable may be shifted
to the xi’s).
• If n=0 then G is not a disjunction (else we simply consider each disjunct
separately).
Now, assume that G is not a conjunction of literals. By irreducibility w.r.t. %s,
negations occur only in literals. Therefore, G must be a conjunction containing either a
disjunction or a universal formula or an existential formula. If G contains a disjunction,
then either (∃- ∨ -Shift) or (∧- ∨ -Distribute) must apply, which is impossible. If it
contains a universal formula then the corresponding universal quantier must have
been introduced by an application of (Unify) (followed by applications of the rules in
%s) hence the corresponding variable must be restricted. Therefore, (∀-Drop) should
have be applied, which is impossible (remember that this rule is applied as soon as
possible, hence immediately after the introduction of the universal quantier). If it is
an existential quantier, then (∧-∃-Shift) applies.








u′i  := v′i ∧ N;
where N is an arithmetic formula and ui; vi; u′i ; v
′
i are non-arithmetic terms.
By irreducibility w.r.t. (Dio), N must be satisable. By irreducibility w.r.t. (P-Unif
(R)), at least one of the terms ui or vi—say ui—must be a variable not occurring
in the other term vi. By irreducibility w.r.t. (Merge), ui cannot occur elsewhere in





i—must be a variable, and cannot occur in v
′
i .
We have proven that F ′ satises all the conditions in Denition 3.1, thus F ′ is a
solved form.
8. Eliminating universal quantiers
Now we consider the case of the formulae of the form (∀x1; : : : ; xn)F , where F is
quantier-free. We show how to transform automatically any formula belonging to this
class into purely existential formulae (which can afterwards be solved using the rules
in Section 7).
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8.1. Dealing with purely arithmetic quantiers
Purely arithmetic quantiers will be treated using algorithms for quantier elimination
in Presburger arithmetic [6]. More formally, we introduce the following:
Denition 8.1. Let F =(∀n)G be a formula such that G contains no quantier, n occurs
only in arithmetic subformulae in G. Then we denote by AS(F) a formula such that:
• For all Presburger Rewrite System we have F ≡R AS(F).
• AS(F) has exactly the same set of free variables as F .
• BVar(AS(F))=BVar(G).
AS(F) can be obtained from F using any quantier-elimination method for Pres-
burger arithmetic (see for example [6]).
We deduce the following rule:
N -Eliminate (∀n)F →AS((∀n)F)
If n occurs only in arithmetic formulae in F and
F does not contain any quantier.
Notice that the above rule cannot be applied if the integer variable occurs in a
non-arithmetic term (such as in (∀n)(x  :=fn(0))).
8.2. The basic system of rewriting rules
Before introducing the Explosion rules that form the core of the elimination of
quantiers algorithm, we introduce some pre-processing rules. Their goals are the
following:
• Eliminate purely arithmetic quantiers (using the ideas described in the previous
section);
• Eliminate some universal variables, using basic properties of universal quantiers;
• Transform formulae into conjunctions of disjunctions;
• Simplies as much as possible the literals occurring in the formula using unication
and disunication rules.
Fig. 5 introduces the necessary system of rewriting rules. Most of them are adapted
from [5], the other ones are similar to the ones in Section 7. As for (∀-Drop), we also
assume that (∃-Drop) is applied as soon as possible. A counter variable x is said to
be pure in a formula F if F is of the form x¿0∧G.
8.3. The rule (K-Explode)
The goal of (K-Explode) is identical to the one of the Explosion rule in [5], namely
to instantiate some of the free variables in order to allow further applications of the
decomposition rule on the disequations containing universal variables. This will reduce
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Fig. 5. Elimination of universal variables: pre-explosion step.
Fig. 6. The K-Explode rule.
the size of these disequations by eliminating the head symbol. The rule is depicted in
Fig. 6.
Remark 8.2. The reader should note that in contrast to the other rules, (K-Explode)
operates on sets of primal equational problems, rather than on primal equational prob-
lems. More precisely, (K-Explode) replaces a primal equational problem & by several
new problems (one problem for each constructor symbol in the signature). Of course
this increases signicantly the size of the whole set of problems which serves as a
justication for the name of the rule.
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We illustrate the use of (K-Explode) on the following:
Example 8.3. Let R be the following system:
fˆ(0; x)→f(x; x)
fˆ(c + 1; x)→f(x; fˆ(c; x)):
Let F be the following formula:
(∀x; y)(u  := f(fˆ(n; x); y)):
Let K= {a; f}. Applying (K-Explode) rule on F leads to the two following formu-
lae:
F1 ≡ (∀x; y)(a  := f(fˆ(n; x); y)) ∧ (u := a)
and
F2 ≡ (∀x; y)(f(u1; u2)  := f(fˆ(n; x); y)) ∧ (u := f(u1; u2)):
F1 can be reduced to
(∀x; y)(a  := f(fˆ(n; x); y)) ∧ (u := a)
hence to u := a (since a  :=f(fˆ(n; x); y) is reducible to  ). F2 is transformed via
(Decompose) into the following formula:
F ′2 ≡ (∀x; y)(u1  := fˆ(n; x) ∨ u2  := y) ∧ u := f(u1; u2):
After application of (∀-Eliminate) on y, we obtain: F ′′2 ≡ (∀x)(u1  := fˆ(n; x) ∧ u :=
f(u1; u2)).
Now we apply (K-Explode) on the variable u1. We obtain the two following
formulae:
F3 ≡ (∀x)(a  := fˆ(n; x) ∧ u := f(u1; u2) ∧ u1 := a)
and
F4 ≡ (∀x)(f(u3; u4)  := fˆ(n; x) ∧ u := f(u1; u2) ∧ u1 := f(u3; u4)):
F3 may be reduced to u :=f(u1; u2)∧ u1 := a by deleting the disequation a  := fˆ(n; x)
(since the two terms are not uniable).
By unication f(u3; u4)  := fˆ(n; x) in F4 is transformed into:
(n  := 0 ∨ u3  := u4) ∧ (n  := m+ 1 ∨ u3  := x ∨ u4  := fˆ(m; x)):
Hence we nally obtain (after application of (∀-Eliminate)):
(n  := 0 ∨ u3  := u4) ∧ (n  := m+ 1 ∨ u4  := fˆ(m; u3)) ∧ u := f(u1; u2) ∧ u1
:= f(u3; u4):
The obtained formula does not contain any universal quantier. The disjunction of
F1;F3 and F4 gives the set of solutions of the original formula.
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8.4. Eliminating remaining quantiers
We now come to the most diIcult and original part of the solving algorithm, namely
the elimination of universal variables occurring below a dened symbol. As we have
already seen in Example 8.3, some of these variables can actually be eliminated using
(K-Explode) (if they occur in the inductive context of the dened symbol). However,
not all the variables satisfy this property. In order to eliminate the remaining variables
we have to perform some transformations on the Presburger Rewrite System. Thus, we
need to introduce new notions and a few technical lemmata.
Denition 8.4. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. A dened symbol fˆ∈D is
said to be well-sequenced if its basic rule is of the form:
fˆ(0; c1; : : : ; ck ; x1; : : : ; xn)→ x1;
where x1 does not occur in the inductive term r2 of fˆ (excepted at inductive positions).
Let fˆ∈D with the following basic and inductive rules.
fˆ(0; c˜; x˜ )→ r1
fˆ(n+ 1; c˜; x˜ )→ r2[fˆ(n; c˜; x˜ ]A:
A symbol gˆ∈D is said to be a basic term abstraction of fˆ if its basic and inductive
rules are respectively of the form:
• gˆ(0; c˜;y; x˜ )→y and
• gˆ(n+ 1; c˜;y; x˜ )→ r2[gˆ(n; c˜;y; x˜ )]A.
A Presburger Rewrite System R on D is said to be well-sequenced if for any dened
symbol fˆ∈D there exists a dened symbol denoted by 〈fˆ〉R such that 〈fˆ〉R is a basic
term abstraction of fˆ.
Intuitively speaking, gˆ is dened exactly as fˆ, excepted that the basic term, instead
of being “encoded” into the basic rule, must be made explicit in a new parameter y
added to the set of arguments of the dened symbol gˆ.
Example 8.5. For instance, if fˆ is dened by the rules:
fˆ(0; m; x)→ hˆ(m; x);
fˆ(n+ 1; m; x)→ s(fˆ(0; m+ 1; x));
then the rules corresponding to its basic term abstraction gˆ are:
gˆ(0; m;y; x)→ y;
gˆ(n+ 1; m; x)→ s(gˆ(0; m+ 1;y; x)):
Notice that m and x becomes useless here since they appear only at inductive po-
sitions in the inductive term. By denition of gˆ, we have gˆ(n; m; hˆ(m + n; x); x)=
fˆ(n; m; x).
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Lemma 8.6. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. There exists a well-sequenced
Presburger Rewrite System R′ such that R ⊆ R′.
Proof. If D is not well-sequenced, we simply consider the system R′ obtained from
D by adding new dened symbols with the appropriate rules in the Presburger Rewrite
System, as dened by Denition 8.4. We have 〈fˆ〉R= fˆ hence the obtained system
is nite.
The precedence ≺ on dened symbols may be extended in the following way:
〈fˆ〉R. gˆ iE fˆ. gˆ.
It is easy to check that the new system obtained in that way fullls the condition of
Denition 2.14, hence is still a Presburger Rewrite System. In particular, Condition 6
is directly satised.
Remark 8.7. Note that we really have R ⊆ R′ and not only :=R⊆ :=R′ . Indeed, as
shown by the proof of Lemma 8.6, computing the basic term abstraction of a dened
symbol does not change the existing rules, but merely adds new dened symbols and
rules (so that any symbol has a basic term abstraction). The same remarks hold for
Lemma 8.11 below.
Denition 8.8. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. R is said to be counter de-
composable if for any dened symbol fˆ occurring in R of arity k + n and of counter
arity k, there exists a dened symbol fˆ∗ of arity k + 1+ n and of counter arity k + 1
such that the following conditions holds.
• fˆ∗(0; c2; c3; : : : ; ck+1; x1; : : : ; xn)→ fˆ(c2; : : : ; ck+1; x1; : : : ; xn) is the basic rule corre-
sponding to fˆ∗.
• and fˆ∗(c1 +1; c2; : : : ; ck+1; x1; : : : ; xn)→ r′2 is the inductive rule corresponding to fˆ∗,
where:
– fˆ(c1 + 1; c3; : : : ; ck+1; x1; : : : ; xn)→ r2 is the inductive rule of fˆ;
– and r′2 is obtained by replacing each redex of the form gˆ(c1; c3; : : :) in r2 by
gˆ∗(c1; c2; c3; : : :).
Remark 8.9. Intuitively speaking, fˆ∗(n; m; c˜; t˜ ) is simply equivalent to the term
fˆ(n+m; c˜; t˜ ). The rst n iterations in the denition of fˆ(n+m; c˜; t˜) correspond to the
rst sequence of contexts in fˆ∗(n; m; c˜; t˜). The next m iterations correspond to the sub-
ordinate sequence fˆ(c2; : : : ; ck+1; x1; : : : ; xn). Counter decomposition makes the number
of iterations become independent from the value of the inductive counter.
Example 8.10. Let fˆ be a dened symbol corresponding to the following rules:
fˆ(0; k)→ gˆ(k);
fˆ(n+ 1; k)→ s(gˆ(n);fˆ(n; k + 1));
gˆ(0)→ a;
gˆ(n+ 1)→ h(gˆ(n)):
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Then fˆ∗(n; m; k) is dened by the following rules:
fˆ
∗
(0; m; k)→ fˆ(m; k);
fˆ
∗
(n+ 1; m; k)→ s(gˆ∗(n; m);fˆ∗(n; m; k + 1));
gˆ∗(0; m)→ gˆ(m);
gˆ∗(n+ 1; m)→ h(gˆ∗(n; m)):
Lemma 8.11. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. There exists a counter decom-
posable Presburger Rewrite System R′ such that R ⊆ R′.
Proof. It suIces to add, for each symbol fˆ the corresponding rules. It is easy to check
that the obtained system satises all the conditions of Denition 2.14. ≺ is extended
in such a way that fˆ≺ fˆ∗, and if gˆ≺ fˆ then gˆ∗≺ fˆ.
Remark 8.12. According to Lemmata 8.6 and 8.11, we may assume without loss of
generality that all the considered Presburger Rewrite Systems R are well-sequenced
and counter decomposable. Note that this implies that R contains an innite number
of rules, but this does not matter, since only an explicit construction of a nite subset
of these rules will be necessary in practice.
In order to simplify denitions and proofs, we need to introduce some further
notation.
Notation 8.13.. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. Let fˆ be a dened symbol
of arity k + n and of counter arity k associated to the following inductive rule.
fˆ(c′1 + 1; c
′
2; : : : ; c
′
k ; x˜ )→ r2[fˆ(c′1; c′2 + 2; : : : ; c′k + k ; x˜ )]A:
Note that by Denition 2.14, we must have, for any i∈ [2::k], either i =1 or =0,
therefore expressions of the form c′k + k × m denote either c′k or c′k + n. Moreover,
there is at most one integer l∈ [2::k] such that l =1.
Let t˜ be a vector of ordinary terms and (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) be a vector of counter
expressions. Let t; s be a ordinary terms. Let m be an arithmetic expression. We
dene the following formulae:
D(fˆ; m; c1; : : : ; ck) =def c′1 + m
:= c1 ∧ c′2
:= 2 × m + c2 ∧ : : : ∧ c′k
:= k × m + ck
IndRed(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ ); t; m) =def (∃c′1; : : : ; c′k)D(fˆ; m; c1; : : : ; ck) ∧ t
:= fˆ(c′1; c
′
2; : : : ; c
′
k ; t˜ )
BT(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ ); t; m) =def (∃c′1; : : : ; c′k)D(fˆ; m; c1; : : : ; ck) ∧ t
:= r1{˜x→ t˜ }
IndCont(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t˜ ); t; s; m) =def (∃c′1; : : : ; c′k)D(fˆ; m; c1; : : : ; ck) ∧ t
:= r2[s]A{˜x→ t˜ }
Intuitively speaking, these formulae have the following meaning.
• D(fˆ; m; c˜) means that the counter variables c′1; : : : ; c′k in the rule dening the seman-
tics of fˆ must have the same value as the counter arguments of fˆ after the induc-
tive rule is applied m times on the term fˆ(˜c; t˜). For instance, if m=0, (c′1; : : : ; c
′
k)
have the same value as c˜. If the inductive rule of fˆ is of type (1) then we must
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have (c′1; : : : ; c
′
k)= (c1−m; c2; : : : ; ck), where c˜=(c1; : : : ; ck). Otherwise, if the induc-
tive rule of fˆ is of type (2) then (c′1; : : : ; c
′
k) is of the form (c1 − m; c2; : : : ; ci−1;
ci + m; ci+1; : : : ; ck) where i is the counter rank of fˆ.
The formula D(fˆ; m; c˜) is only useful as a common basis for dening the formulae
IndRed(u; s; m), IndCont(u; t; s; m) and BT(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); s; m).
• IndRed(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); s; m) (meaning Iterating Redex) states that the term s is the fˆ-redex
obtained by unfolding m-th times the term fˆ(˜c; t˜), i.e. the redex obtained after m
applications of the inductive rewriting rule corresponding to fˆ. Of course this implies
that the rst component of c˜ is greater than m. Note that the context in which this
redex appears is irrelevant here.
• IndCont(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); t; s; m) (meaning Iterating Context) states that t is the term obtained
by unfolding the term s′ satisfying IndRed(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); s′; m) (i.e. the m-th fˆ-redex ob-
tained from fˆ(˜c; t˜ )) and by replacing each term occurring at an inductive position
in A by s.
• BT(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); s; m) (meaning Basic Term) states that s is the basic term correspond-
ing to the case c′1 =m (i.e the term obtained by rewriting the term s
′ satisfying
IndRed(fˆ(˜c; t˜ ); s′; m) using the basic rule of fˆ).
For example, let fˆ be a dened symbol of arity 2+0, with the two following rules:
fˆ(0; c′2)→ gˆ(c′2);
fˆ(c′1 + 1; c
′
2)→ s(fˆ(c′1; c′2 + 1)):
According to the denition above, we have:
D(fˆ; m; c1; c2) =def c′1 + m
:= c1 ∧ c′2 := m+ c2:
This expresses the fact that the value of the counter variable c′2 increases at each
application of the inductive rule (whereas the value of the active counter c′1 decreases
as usual). Thus, it is clear that after m rewriting steps on the term fˆ(c1; c2), the value
of c′1 must be c1 − m and the value of c′2 must be c2 + m.
IndRed(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn); x; m) =def (∃c′1; c′2)(c′1 + m := c1 ∧ c′2
:= m+ c2 ∧ x := fˆ(c′1; c′2)):
This formula states that the redex obtained after m applications of the inductive rule




1 = c1 − m and c′2 = c2 + m
(the value of c′1; c
′
2 is xed by the subformula D(fˆ; m; c1; c2)). Indeed, it is clear that
according to the above denitions, we have:
fˆ(c1; c2)→ s(fˆ(c1 − 1; c2 + 1))→ s(s(fˆ(c1 − 2; c2 + 2)))
→ · · · → sm(fˆ(c1 − m; c2 + m))
(assuming that c1¿m). Thus the m-th redex is fˆ(c1−m; c2 +m) (the context in which
this redex occurs is ignored).
IndCont(fˆ(c1; c2); x; y; m) =def (∃c′1; c′2)(c′1 + m := c1 ∧ c′2 := m+ c2 ∧ x := s(y)):
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This states that the term obtained by applying the inductive rule on fˆ(c1−m; c1+m)
is of the form s(y), where y is the next redex (i.e. y= fˆ(c1−m−1; c1+m+1)). Note
that this is not very informative in this particular case (indeed, the value of x only
depends on y). However, in more complicated examples, x could contain occurrences
of the counter variables c′1 and=or c
′
2.
BT (fˆ(c1; c2); x; m) =def (∃c′1; c′2)(c′1 + m := c1 ∧ c′2 := m+ c2 ∧ x := gˆ(c′2)):
This expresses the fact that the last redex (i.e. the one obtained in case c′1 =m) must
be gˆ(c2 + m).
Remark 8.14. Note also that the variables c′1; : : : ; c
′





:= 2 × m+ c2, . . . , c′k := k × m+ ck).
We need to introduce two technical lemmata, stating some key properties of the
basic term abstraction of the symbols fˆ∗. In order to allow the reader to easily grasp
the intuition behind Lemma 8.16, we provide the following example.
Example 8.15. Let gˆ be a dened symbol. We have seen that gˆ∗(n; m; c˜; t˜ )≡R
gˆ(n+ m; c˜; t˜ ). Thus, by commutativity, we have gˆ∗(n; m+ 1; c˜; t˜ )≡R gˆ∗(n+ 1; m; c˜; t˜ ).
In some sense, Lemma 8.16 extends this relation to the basic term abstraction fˆ of gˆ∗
and more precisely denes conditions on the basic term of fˆ such that this property
holds.
Let us consider the symbol gˆ dened by the following rules:
gˆ(0; m)→ a
gˆ(n+ 1; m)→ s(hˆ(n; m); gˆ(n− 1; m+ 1)):
According to the denitions above, the basic term abstraction fˆ of gˆ∗ is dened by
the following rules:
fˆ(0; k; m;y)→ y
fˆ(n+ 1; k; m;y)→ s(hˆ∗(n; k; m);fˆ(n− 1; k; m+ 1;y))
Now, assume that we have u= fˆ(n; k+1; m; t). By unfolding this denition, we get:
u≡R s(hˆ∗(n; k + 1; m); s(hˆ∗(n− 1; k + 1; m+ 1); : : : ;
s(hˆ
∗
(1; k + 1; m+ n− 1); t)) : : :)
But as we have seen, hˆ
∗
(n; k; m)≡R hˆ(n+ k; m), thus
u ≡R s(hˆ(n+ k + 1; m); s(hˆ(n+ k; k; m+ 1); : : : ; s(hˆ(k + 2; m+ n− 1); t)) : : :)
Assume, moreover, that IndCont(fˆ(n; k + 1; m; x); t; x; n) holds. By denition, this
implies that t is of the form:
t ≡R s(hˆ∗(0; k + 1; m+ n); x) ≡R s(hˆ(k + 1; m+ n); x):
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Then we have
u ≡R s(hˆ(n+ k + 1; m)); s(hˆ(n+ k; k; m+ 1)); : : : ; s(hˆ(k + 1; m+ n); x):
But by denition, this last term is exactly fˆ(n+ 1; k; m; x).
This shows that the relation fˆ(n+1; k; m; x)= fˆ(n; k+1; m; k; t) holds, provided that
IndCont(fˆ(n; k + 1; m; x); t; x; n) holds.
Moreover, in case fˆ is ambiguous, neither n nor m can occur at non inductive posi-
tions in the inductive term of fˆ. In this particular case, IndCont(fˆ(n; k+1; m; x); t; x; n)
does not actually depend on n; m.
Next lemma states exactly these properties in more general terms.
Lemma 8.16. Let R be a Presburger Rewrite System. Let gˆ be a dened symbol.
Let fˆ be the basic term abstraction of gˆ∗. Assume that fˆ is of arity k + n and of
counter arity k. Let (t1; t2; : : : ; tn) be a vector of ordinary terms and (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) be
a vector of counter expressions.
1. If  is a solution of the two formulae
(IndCont(fˆ(c1; c2 + 1; c3; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn); s; t1; c1);R)
and
(u := fˆ(c1; c2 + 1; c3; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn);R);
then  is a solution of (u := fˆ(c1 + 1; c2; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn);R).
2. Moreover, if fˆ is ambiguous, and if  is a solution of
(IndCont(fˆ(c1; c2; c3; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn); s; t1; c1);R)
and of
(u := fˆ(c1; c2; c3; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn);R)
then  is a solution of (u := fˆ(c1 + 1; c2; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn);R).
Proof.
1. We denote by fˆ(m+1; c′2; : : : ; c
′
k ; x1; : : : ; xn)→ r2[fˆ(m; c′2; c′3 + 2; : : : ; c′k + k ; x1; : : : ;
xn)]A the inductive rule corresponding to fˆ in R.
We denote by i (16i6c1) the substitution
{c′1 → c1 − i; c′2 → c2 + 1; c′i → ci + i × i; x1 → s; xj → tj | i ∈ [3::k];
j ∈ [2::n]}:
Let Ti =def fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c
′
k ; x1; : : : ; xn)i. By denition of R, we have, for all i∈
[0::c1 − 1] Tii = r2i[Ti+1]A.
Hence, we have:
fˆ(c1; c2 + 1; c3; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn) ≡R r20[r21[: : : [r2c1−1[s]A]A : : :]A]A:
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Similarly, we denote by ′i (16i6c1 + 1) the substitution
{c′1 → c1 + 1− i; c′2 → c2; c′i → ci + i × i; xj → tj | i ∈ [2::k]; j ∈ [1::n]}:
We have
fˆ(c1 + 1; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn) ≡R r2′0[r21[: : : [r2′c1[t1]A]A : : :]A]A:
Since  is a solution of (IndCont(fˆ(c1; c2 + 1; c3; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn); s; t1; c1);R),
there exists a solution - of
c′1 + c1
:= c1 ∧ c′2 := c2 + 1 ∧ c′3 := 3 × c1 + c2 ∧ · · · ∧ c′k := k × c1 + ck
such that
s ≡R r2[t1]A-{x1 → t1; : : : ; xn → tn}:
But by denition, the substitutions -{x1→ t1; : : : ; xn→ tn} and c1 coincide on any
variable diEerent from c′1 and c
′
2. Moreover, since fˆ is a basic term abstraction of
fˆ∗, we must have r2{c′1→ c1+1; c′2→ c2}≡R r2{c′1→ c1; c′2→ c2+1} (see Denition
8.8). Therefore, we deduce that s≡R r2[t1]Ac1 .





Moreover, r2 does not contain x1 (since fˆ is well-sequenced) and since fˆ is a
basic term abstraction of fˆ∗, we must have r2{c′1→ c1 +1; c′2→ c2}≡R r2{c′1→ c1;
c′2→ c2 + 1} (see Denition 8.8). Therefore we must have:
fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn) ≡R fˆ(c1 + 1; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn):
Hence  is a solution of (u := fˆ(c1 + 1; : : : ; ck ; t1; t2; : : : ; tn);R).
2. The proof is similar. Indeed, if fˆ is ambiguous, then c1 and c2 do not occur in the
inductive term r2 of fˆ (see Denition 8.8). Hence we have r2{c′1→ c1; c′2→ c2}
≡R r2{c′1→ c1 + 1; c′2→ c2}.
Lemma 8.17 expresses a property of primal terms that will be of crucial use in the
following. Intuitively speaking, it states that if gˆ is well-sequenced, then any ground
term t can be expressed as a primal term of the form gˆ(n; c˜; x; s˜). This is trivial, since
one can simply choose the term n=0 and x= t: since gˆ is well-sequenced we must
have gˆ(0; c˜; x; s˜)≡R x. However, one can also consider the maximal integer n satisfying
the above requirements. This implies that the term x cannot be not uniable with the
n-th inductive context, as dened by the following:
Lemma 8.17. Let R a Presburger Rewrite System. Let t be a ground term. Let fˆ
be a dened symbol occurring in D and let gˆ be a basic term abstraction of fˆ∗.
Let n+ k + 1= arity(gˆ) and k + 1= arityc(gˆ).
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Fig. 7. The P-Explode rule.
For any (c2; : : : ; ck)∈N k−1 and for any (t2; : : : ; tn)∈PT (K;D; ∅; C)n−1, there exists
a natural number m and a ground term s such that:
• there exists c1 such that t≡R gˆ(m; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn).
• For all c1 ∈N and for all ground terms s′; t ≡R gˆ(m+ 1; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s′; t2; : : : ; tn).
Proof. Let M be the set of natural numbers such that there exists a natural number c1
and a ground term s such that t≡R gˆ(m; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn). We rst prove that
M is non empty and nite.
• Since gˆ is well-sequenced, we must have, according to Denition 8.4, gˆ(0; c1; c2; : : : ;
ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn)≡R s. Hence we have t≡R gˆ(0; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; t; t2; : : : ; tn) thus 0∈M and
M = ∅.
• By denition of a Presburger Rewrite System (see Denition 2.14) the head of the in-
ductive term r2 must be a constructor. Hence the size of gˆ(m; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn)
strictly increases when m increases. Since t is nite, there must be a bound on m
therefore M must be nite.
Since M is nite and non-empty it must have a maximal element m. By denition
of m there exists c1; s such that t≡R gˆ(m; c1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s; t2; : : : ; tn). Moreover, m + 1
does not occur in M , hence for all natural numbers c′1 and for all ground terms s
′, we
must have t ≡R gˆ(m; c′1; c2; : : : ; ck ; s′; t2; : : : ; tn).
We now have all what we need to introduce the new (P-Explode) rule (in Fig. 7).
The rule applies to problems containing a disequation x  := fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) such
that the term fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) contains a universally quantied variables y that
cannot be eliminated using the above rules. Note that the rule behaves diEerently
according to the type of the dened symbol fˆ.
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Before proving the correctness and termination of the rewriting rules, we give some
examples illustrating the use of (P-Explode) rule.
Example 8.18. We consider the following problem (on the signature K= {a; f}):
F ≡ (∀n)(x  := fˆ(n))
where fˆ(n) is dened as in Example 2.20:
fˆ(0)→ a
fˆ(c + 1)→f(fˆ(c)):
Applying the (K-Explode) and unication rules would lead to non-termination as we
have seen.
We apply (P-Explode) on F . Let gˆ be the basic term abstraction of fˆ∗. gˆ is dened
by the following rules (note that in this case the parameter c′ is useless):
gˆ(c; c′; x)→ x
gˆ(c + 1; c′; x)→f(gˆ(c; c′; x)):
Consequently, we obtain (see the denition of the rule):
x := gˆ(c; c′; u) ∧ G′ ∧ (∀n)G′′
where:
• G′≡ (∀v1; v2)(v1  :=f(v2) ∨ u  := v1) (fˆ is ambiguous).
• G′′≡ (∀u′; c′1)(c  := c1 + c′1 ∨ u′  := gˆ(c′1; c′; u) ∨ u′  := a ∨ G′′′)
• G′′′≡⊥.
Applying (∀-Eliminate) on G′, we obtain (∀v2)(u  :=f(v2)). Using (K-Explode), since
K contains only a and f, this formula may be transformed into u := a.
G′′ can be reduced to (∀c′1)(c  := c1 + c′1 ∨ a  := gˆ(c′1; c′; a)). By the unication rules
a  := gˆ(c′1; c′; a) may be transformed into c′1  :=0. Hence G′′ is transformed into (∀c′1)
(c′1  :=0)≡⊥.
This shows that the original problem has no solution.
We now consider two more complicated examples, involving diagonalization:
Example 8.19. We consider the following problem (on the signature K= {a; f}):
F ≡ (∀n)(x  := gˆ(n; 0));
where fˆ is dened as in the previous example and gˆ(n) is dened as follows:
gˆ(0; c′)→ a,
gˆ(c + 1; c′)→ g(fˆ(c′); gˆ(c; c′ + 1)).
We apply (P-Explode) on F . Let hˆ be the basic term abstraction of gˆ∗. hˆ is dened
by the rules (again the parameter c′ is useless):
hˆ(c1; c2; c3; x)→ x,
hˆ(c1 + 1; c2; c3; x)→ g(fˆ(c3); hˆ(c1; c2; c3 + 1; x)).
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Consequently, we obtain (according to the denition of the rule P-Explode):
x := hˆ(c; c′; 0; u) ∧ G′ ∧ (∀n)G′′;
where:
• G′≡ (∀v1; v2)(∀c2; c3)(c2  := c′ ∨ c3  :=0 + c ∨ v1  := g(fˆ(c3); v2) ∨ u  := v1).
• G′′≡ (∀u′)(∀c′1; c′2; c′3)(c′1 + n  := c ∨ c′2  := c′ ∨ c′3  :=0 + n ∨ u′  := hˆ(c′1; c′2; c′3; u) ∨ u′  := a)
After simplication, we obtain the following formula:
x := hˆ(c; c′; 0; u) ∧ (∀v2)(u  := g(fˆ(c); v2)) ∧ (∀n)(∀c′1)
×(c′1 + n  := c ∨ a  := hˆ(c′1; 0; n; u)):
The disequation a  := hˆ(c′1; 0; n; u) is transformed by the unication rules into: c′1  :=0∨
u  := a.
Hence we obtain:
x := hˆ(c; c′; 0; u) ∧ (∀v2)(u  := g(fˆ(c); v2)) ∧ (∀n)(n  := c ∨ u  := a)
i.e.
x := hˆ(c; c′; 0; u) ∧ (∀v2)(u  := g(fˆ(c); v2)) ∧ (u  := a):
The obtained formula gives the solution of the original one (the universal variables
∀v2 could be eliminated using the same techniques as in Example 8.3 and 8.18).
Example 8.20. Let R be the following Presburger Rewrite System.
gˆ(0; x)→ x
gˆ(c1 + 1; x)→ g(fˆ(c1); gˆ(c1; x)),
where fˆ is dened as usual.
Let F ≡ n¿0 ∧ (∀x)(y  := gˆ(n; x)).
We rst construct the basic term abstraction hˆ of gˆ∗. We obtain the following system
(once again, the parameter x becomes useless).
hˆ(0; c2; u; x)→ u,






(c1 + 1; c2)→f(fˆ′(c1; c2)).
We apply the (P-Explode) on F . We get:
y := hˆ(c; c′; u; x) ∧ G′ ∧ n ¿ 0 ∧ (∀x)G′′
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where:
• G′≡ c′ :=0∨(∀v1; v2)(v1  := g(fˆ′(0; c′); v2)∨u  := v1≡ c′ :=0)∨(∀v2)(u  := g(fˆ′(0; c′); v2)).
• G′′≡ (∀u′; c′1)(c  := n+ c′1 ∨ u′  := hˆ(c′1; c′; u; x) ∨ u′  := x) ∨ G′′′.
• G′′′≡ (n  := c + c′ ∨ c′  :=0).
Please note that x now occurs as a free variable in hˆ(c; c′; u; x), but that this is not
relevant, because x is useless w.r.t. hˆ. Actually, x will be immediately replaced by a
ground term a by the rule (Clean). By simplication, we have:
G′ ≡ c′ := 0 ∨ (∀v2)u  := g(fˆ′(0; c′); v2)
and
G′′ ≡ (∀c′1)c  := n+ c′1 ∨ x  := hˆ(c′1; c′; u; x) ∨ n  := c + c′ ∨ c′  := 0:
The quantier (∀c′1) may be eliminated by using (∀-Drop (2)).
We obtain the following formula:
(c := n+ c′1 ∧ y := hˆ(c; c′; u; a) ∧ (c′ := 0 ∨ (∀v2)u  := g(fˆ
′
(0; c′); v2)) ∧ n
¿ 0 ∧ (∀x)(x  := hˆ(c′1; c′; u; a)) ∨ n  := c + c′ ∨ c′  := 0)
Applying (∀-Eliminate), we obtain:
(c := n+ c′1 ∧ y := hˆ(c; c′; u; x) ∧ (c′ := 0 ∨ (∀v2)(u  := g(fˆ
′
(0; c′); v2))) ∧ n
¿ 0 ∧ (c + c′  := n ∨ c′  := 0)
The quantier x has been eliminated. In order to obtain a formula without universal
quantier it only remains to eliminate the quantier (∀v2) which can be done by
applying (K-Explode) and (P-Explode) (as in Examples 8.3 and 8.18).
Remark 8.21. It is worthwhile to mention that in the last case, the solutions of the
original formula could not be expressed without transforming the Presburger Rewrite
System (the use of the dened symbol hˆ is needed). This strongly emphasizes the
usefulness of our transformation techniques.
8.5. Ordering disequations
In order to guarantee the termination of the solving process, we have to ensure that
the rules are applied rstly on the “simplest” disequations. To this purpose, we need
to introduce an appropriate ordering on atomic formulae. This is what is done in the
present section.
We rstly introduce the notion of safety. Informally speaking, a primal term will be
said to be safe if its inductive term is not uniable with its basic term. More formally:
Denition 8.22. Let F be a formula and R be a Presburger Rewrite System. A primal
term fˆ(˜c; u; t˜ ) is said to be F-safe if the following conditions are satised:
• fˆ is well-sequenced and ambiguous.
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• The inductive rule of fˆ is of type 1.
• Any variable occurring in u is free in F .
• F is of the form F ′ ∧ F ′′ where F ′ contains no universal quantier and for all
solutions  of (F ′;R) and for any ground term s, we have
IndCont(fˆ(c˜; x; u; t˜ ); u; s; 0) ≡R ⊥:
Note that, since fˆ ambiguous and since its inductive rule is of type 1,
IndCont(fˆ(˜c; u; t˜ ); u; s; k) does not depend on k.
Example 8.23. Let R= {fˆ(0; x)→ x; fˆ(n+1; x)→ s(fˆ(n; x))}. The term fˆ(n; a) is  -
safe, whereas the term fˆ(n; s(y)) is not  -safe. fˆ(n; x) is F-safe if F ≡R (∀u)(x  :=
s(u)).
Denition 8.24. Let F be a rst-order formula without existential quantier. Let x  := t
be a disequation in F such that x is a free variable in F . Let y be a variable universally
quantied in F occurring in the term t. Let p be a position in t such that t |p = x.
We denote by E(t; p) the multiset of symbols occurring along the path p, i.e.:
E(t; p) = {fˆ | q ≺p p; t|q = fˆ(c˜; t˜ )}:
E(t; p) is ordered using the multiset extension of the precedence ≺ on dened symbols.
Let Pmin(t; x)= min{|p| | tp = x} and Emin(t; x)=min{E(t; p) | t|p = x}. We dene
the measure 6x 	 := t(y) as follows:
6x 	 :=t(y) = (Emin(t; x); s; Pmin(t; x))
where s is 1 if t is unsafe, 0 otherwise.
6x 	 := t(y) is ordered using the lexicographic extension of the orderings on Emin(t; x),
s and Pmin(t; x). We dene:
6F (y) =def min{ 6x 	 :=t(y) | x  := t occurs in F ↓P-Unif (R); y occurs in t;
x ∈ FVar(F)}
with the convention than 6F (y) is maximal if there is no atomic formula x  := t in
F ↓P-Unif (R) such that y occurs in t, x∈FVar(F).
A disequation d is said to be y-minimal if 6d(y)= 6F (y).
In the following, we assume that (K-Explode) and (P-Explode) are applied on
a disequation x  := t only if there exists a variable y in BVar(F) such that x  := t is
y-minimal.
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8.6. The quantier elimination algorithm: soundness, completeness and termination
Denition 8.25. We denote by %∀ be the system dened by the rules:
%s ∪ {K-Explode; P − Explode; Unify∀;∀- ∧ -Shift; N − Eliminate; ∀- ∨ -Shift}
∪{∀-Eliminate; ∨- ∧ -Distribute; ∃-Drop; ∀-Universality; 0− Eliminate;
∀-Drop(2)}:
Note that the rules in Section 7 are not used here.
%∀ cannot be correct, since new free variables are introduced during the rewriting
process (see the denition of (K-Explode) and (P-Explode)). However, we show that
%∀ is sound, in the sense that the solutions of the initial formulae correspond exactly
to the restrictions of the set of solutions of the new formula to the original set of
variables.
Denition 8.26 (soundness). Let V ⊆ V be a set of variables. Let F be a formula. We
denote by [F]V the formula (∃x1; : : : ; xn)F where {x1; : : : ; xn} is the set of variables in
F not occurring in V .
For any primal equational problem &=(F ;R) we denote by [&]V the problem:
([F]V ;R). For any set of problems S, we denote by [S]V the set of problems {[&]V |
&∈S}.
A system of rewriting rule R operating on sets of primal equational problems is said
to be correct if for all {&}→RS2, we have Sol(&)=Sol(S2). R is said to be sound
if for all {&} →R S2, we have
Sol(&) = Sol([S2]V )
where &=(F ;R) and V =FVar(F).
If a rewriting rule is correct then it is necessarily sound.
Lemma 8.27. %∀ is sound.
Proof.
• The correctness of (Unify∀) follows from Lemma 6.3.
• The correctness of (∀-∧ -Shift), (∀-∨ -Shift) and (∨-∧ -Distribute) is an immediate
consequence of Denition 2.22.
• The correctness of (Direct) follows immediately from the correctness of %∃.
• The correctness of the rule 0-Eliminate is trivial.
• The correctness of (∃-Drop) rule is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.6.
• The correctness of (∀-Eliminate) is well-known (see for example [5]).
• The correctness of (N -Eliminate) follows straightforwardly from the denition of
AS (see Denition 8.1).
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• The correctness of (∀-Universality) follows from the correctness of the similar
Universality of Parameter rule in [5] as we now prove:
Let G=(∀˜x )(F ∨∨ni=1 xi := ti) be a formula satisfying the application condition of
(∀-Universality). Let  be a solution of G. Since any free counter variable x in G
is pure, we must have x¿0.
Then  must be a solution of ((∀˜x )xi := ti;R) (since F contains no variable in x˜). For
all i∈ [1::n], xi := ti contains a variable ui in x˜. Let - be a function mapping each arith-
metic variable in x˜ to arbitrary natural numbers distinct from 0. Let x˜ ′ be the vector
of non-arithmetic variables in x˜.  must be a solution of ((∀x˜′)∨ni=1 xi := ti-;R),
hence of ((∀x˜′)∨ni=1 xi := ti- ↓R;R). But the only variables in ti- occurs in x˜ ′
hence ti- contains no arithmetic variables. Therefore, (∀x˜′)
∨n
i=1 xi
:= ti- ↓R con-
tains no dened symbols. Therefore it is a standard equational formula. Moreover,
since all arithmetic variables have been mapped to natural number strictly greater
than 0, xi
:= ti- ↓R still contain ui. By correctness of the Universality of Parameter
rule in [5], (∀x˜′)∨ni=1 xi := ti- ↓R is equivalent to ⊥.
It remains to consider the rules (∀-Drop (2)), (K-Explode) and (P-Explode). These
rules are not correct since they introduce new variables. We prove that they are sound.
The rule (∀-Drop (2))): Let  be a solution of (F[(∀n)N ∨ G]p;R). Since n is the
only quantied variable occurring in the formula N and since n is restricted w.r.t. ¬N ,
there exists a unique integer i such that the substitution -=  ∪ {n→ i} is a solution
of ¬N . Hence there exists an integer i such that the substitution -′=  ∪ {m→ i} is a
solution of ¬N{n→m}. By denition, -′ ∈Sol((∀n)N ∨G;R) iE ((∀n)N-′∨G-′;R) is
valid. But N-′ is equivalent to ¬(n := i), hence, by correctness of (∀-Universality), -′ is
a solution of ((∀n)N ∨G;R) iE (G-′{n→ i};R) is valid i.e. iE -′ ∈Sol(G{n→m};R).
Conversely, we only have to remark that for any solution  of (¬N{n→m} ∧
F[G{n→m}]p;R), we must have m= i where i is the unique integer such that the
substitution -=  ∪ {n→ i} is a solution of ¬N .
The rule (K-Explode): Let F[x := t]p be a formula and  be a ground substitution
of the variables occurring in F[x := t]p.
Let s≡ x ↓R. Since s is ground and irreducible w.r.t. to R it cannot contain any
dened symbol (see Remark 2.18). By Denition 2.5, we deduce that s is of the
form f(t1; : : : ; tn) for some function symbol f∈K and for some ground terms t1; : : : ; tn
(n= arity(f )). Let - be the substitution
- =def  ∪ {x1 → t1; : : : ; xn → tn}:
By denition, we have f(x1; : : : ; xn)-≡ x, hence
(F[x := t];R) ≡ ([x := f(x1; : : : ; xn) ∧ F[f(x1; : : : ; xn) := t]p]-;R):
We deduce:
(F[x := t];R) ≡ ([(∃x1; : : : ; xn)(x := f(x1; : : : ; xn) ∧ F[f(x1; : : : ; xn) := t)]p];R):
Since (x := g(x1; : : : ; xm)) is false if g =f, this implies that (K-Explode) is sound.
The rule (P-Explode): Now we come to the most diIcult part, namely the soundness
of (P-Explode).
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Let F[x := fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)]p be a formula satisfying the application conditions
of the rule, and let  be a substitution of the free variables in F .
By irreducibility w.r.t. (Clean), we rstly remark that any useless argument is
ground. Hence any variable (and in particular any universal variable) occurs in a use-
ful argument. Moreover, by irreducibility w.r.t. (K-Explode), the universal variables
in fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) cannot occurs at a position in r2[•]A. Therefore, the value of
gˆ(i; j; (c2; : : : ; ck); s; (t1; : : : ; tn)) where i; j are arbitrary ground term is independent from
any universal variable. By Lemma 8.17, we deduce that there exists a natural number
i and a term s such that the following conditions hold:
• there exists a natural number j such that x≡R gˆ(i; j; (c2; : : : ; ck); s; (t1; : : : ; tn));
• and for all natural numbers j′ and for all terms s′ x ≡R gˆ(i + 1; j′; (c2; : : : ; ck); s;
(t1; : : : ; tn)).
Let - be the substitution dened as follows: -=def  ∪ {c→ i; u→ s; c′→ j}.
By denition of -; i; j; s we have x-≡R gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))-. Hence -
is a solution of (x := gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn));R).
Assume that - is not a solution of (G′;R). Then there exists a substitution ′ of
v1; v2 such that the formula
IndCont(gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); a; (t1; : : : ; tk)); v1′; v2′; c)-
holds and such that u-≡R v1′. This means that the formula
IndCont(fˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); a; (t1; : : : ; tk)); u-; v2′; c)-
is valid.
Assume that c′-¿0. Then -{c′→ c′- − 1} is a substitution, and by Lemma 8.16
(point 1), since we have x-≡R gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))- and IndCont(gˆ(c; c′;
(c2; : : : ; ck); a; (t1; : : : ; tk)); u-; v2′; c)-, we deduce that x-≡R gˆ(c+1; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); v2;
(t1; : : : ; tn))-{c′→ c′-− 1} which is impossible by denition of c.
Therefore, we must have c′′=0. But by denition of G, this implies that fˆ must
be ambiguous. By Lemma 8.16 (point 2), we deduce that x-≡R gˆ(c+1; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck);
v2; (t1; : : : ; tn))-, which is impossible by denition of c.
Hence we have -∈Sol((G′;R)).
Moreover, since x≡R gˆ(i; j; (c2; : : : ; ck); s; (t1; : : : ; tn)) we have x≡Rfˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ;
t1; : : : ; tn) iE gˆ(i; j; (c2; : : : ; ck); s; (t1; : : : ; tn))≡R fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn).
Therefore, it only remains to show that for any substitution  solution of (G′;R),
gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
:= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) is R-equivalent to G′′.
Let ∈Sol((G′;R)).
Assume that fˆ is ambiguous. Then, by denition of gˆ, for all i6min(c; c1), gˆ(c; c′;
(c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) must be R-equivalent to (∃x1; x2)
IndRed(gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn)); x1; i)∧ IndRed(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn); x2; i)∧
x1
:= x2. Indeed, since the inductive terms of fˆ and gˆ are identical (by Denition
8.8), it suIces to apply i times the fork and decomposition rules on the equation:
gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
:= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)). Hence, we only have to
show that c¿c1. Indeed, in this case, the formula above applies with i= c1 which
gives the desired result, since by denition we have IndRed(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn);
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x2; c1)≡R BT(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn); u′; c1) (i.e. the c1-th inductive redex of fˆ(c1;
: : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) is equivalent to the basic term).
The same reasoning holds in the case in which fˆ is non-ambiguous, since in that
case the inductive term of fˆ and gˆ only diEer if the values of c1 and c + c′ are
diEerent (see Denition 8.8). Indeed, since fˆ is non-ambiguous, by irreducibility w.r.t.
(K-Explode), c1 must be a variable. By irreducibility w.r.t. the 0-Eliminate rule, c1 must
be pure. Therefore, if x= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) we must have (c + c′) =0, hence
the inductive context of fˆ and gˆ must be equal. Therefore, we must have c+ c′= c1.
Moreover, if gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) then we must
have j=0.
Assume that gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))= fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) and that
c¡c1.
By denition, we have
(∃x1; x2)IndRed(gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u; (t1; : : : ; tn)); x1; i) ∧ IndRed(fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ;
t1; : : : ; tn); x2; i) ∧ x1 := x2
≡R (∃c′′; c′1; : : : ; c′k)c′1 + i := c1 ∧ c′′1 + i := c ∧ c′′ → c′ ∧ c′2 := 2 × i
+c2 ∧ · · · ∧ c′k := k × i + ck
∧c′′ + i := c ∧ gˆ(c′′1 ; c′′; (c′2; : : : ; c′k)J (fˆ); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
:= fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c
′
k ; t1; : : : ; tn)
Taking i= c, we obtain:
(∃c′′; c′1; : : : ; c′k)c′1+c := c1∧c′′1 +c := c∧c′′→ c′∧c′2 := 2×c+c2∧: : :∧c′k := k×c+
ck ∧ c′′+ c := c∧ gˆ(c′′1 ; c′′; (c′2; : : : ; c′k)J (fˆ ); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
:= fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c
′
k ; t1; : : : ; tn). Hence
there exists an extension ′ of  such that [c′1+c
:= c1∧c′′1 +c := c∧c′′→ c′∧c′2 := 2×c+
c2∧: : :∧c′k := k×c+ck∧c′′+c := c∧gˆ(c′′1 ; c′′; (c′2; : : : ; c′k)J (fˆ ); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
:= fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c
′
k ;
t1; : : : ; tn)]′ is valid. Hence since c′′1 
′ + c′= c′, we have c′′1 
′=0. Thus
gˆ(c′′1 ; c
′′; (c′2; : : : ; c
′
k)J (fˆ ); u; (t1; : : : ; tn))
′= u′ (since gˆ is well-sequenced and c′′1 
′=0).
Therefore, we deduce that u= fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c
′




We distinguish two cases.
• If fˆ is non-ambiguous and c′′=0. Since c′ = c1′, and since the counter vari-
able of fˆ occurs in the inductive term of fˆ, we deduce that gˆ(c; c′; (c2; : : : ; ck); u;
(t1; : : : ; tn))′ = fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn)′ which contradicts our initial assumption.
• Otherwise,  (hence ′) must be a solution of
((∀v1; v2)(¬IndCont(gˆ(c; c′; (c2 : : : ; ck); a; (t1; : : : ; tk)); v1; v2; c) ∨ u  := v1);R)
(by denition of G′). However, since u′= fˆ(c′1; : : : ; c′k ; t1; : : : ; tn)′ and c′1′¿0.
u′ must be equal to r2′. Therefore, for all terms v¬IndCont(gˆ(c; c′; (c2 : : : ; ck); a;
(t1; : : : ; tk)); r2′; v; c)′ is valid. By denition, this means that for all terms v; r2′ =
r2[v]A′, which is impossible.
This shows that the primal explosion rule is sound.
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Lemma 8.28. %∀ is terminating.
Proof. We introduce the following measure I ′′ on rst-order formulae.
Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equational problem. Let &′=(F ′;R)=& ↓%s . Similarly






where the following conditions are satised:
• Fi = ∀˜xiF ′i ;
• and F ′i =
∨li
j=1 Fij, where Fij is not a disjunction, not ⊥ and if li =1 then Fi1 is
not of the form (∀x)G.
Note that the vectors x˜i may be empty, and we may have i=0 (if F = ), i=1
(if F is not a conjunction) mi =1 etc.
For any rst-order formula G, we denote by:
• N∃(G) the number of existential quantiers in G;
• A∃(G) the number of arithmetic quantiers in G;
• Npure(G) the number of non-pure variables in G;
• 6(G)= {6G(x) | x is a bound variable in G} (see Denition 8.24 for the denition
of 6G(x)).
We dene the following measures (I is dened as in the proof of Lemma 5.1):
;i = (6(Fi); reducible(Fi); Nexists(Fi); A∃(Fi); Npure(Fi); size(F ′i )):
I ′′(&) = ({;i | i ∈ [1::n]}; I(F)):
I ′′ is ordered using lexicographic and multisets extension of the usual ordering on
natural number. We are going to show that any rule in %∀ strictly decrease I ′′. Actually,
this is not exactly true, since some of the rules actually increase I ′′. However, we will
show that any application of these rules on a primal equational problem & is necessarily
followed by some applications of other rules in %∀ leading to a problem that is strictly
smaller (w.r.t. I ′′) than the original one &.
• %s. We note that %s cannot increase ; (since &′ is the normal form of & w.r.t. %s).
Moreover I decreases strictly, as show in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
• (Unify∀). By denition of 6F (x), the rules in P-Unif (R) cannot increase 6. More-
over, one of the reducible(Fi) decrease strictly, and the other are left unchanged.
Therefore, I ′′ decreases strictly.
• (N -Eliminate). Since this rule only aEects purely arithmetic formulae, 6 and reducible
cannot increase. Moreover, N∃ is not aEected and A∃ decreases strictly, since a uni-
versal quantier is eliminated.
• (∀-Drop (2)). Either n occurs in a non-arithmetic formula and 6 decreases, or 6,
reducible N∃ are not aEected and A∃ decreases strictly.
• (∀-∧ -Shift). size decreases strictly, since a quantication (∀x) is shifted outside the
formula F ′i . Moreover 6, reducible, N∃, A∃ and Npure cannot increase.
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• (∀-∨ -Shift) and (∨-∧ -Distribute) do not increase 6, reducible, N∃ and Npure. More-
over, a disjunct is replaced by two disjuncts of strictly smaller size. Hence size
decreases strictly.
• (∀-Universality) does not increase 6, reducible and N∃ and strictly reduces the size
of the considered disjunct. Therefore I ′ decreases strictly.
• If (Direct) is applied on a universally quantied variables then it may be followed
by an application of the (∀-Eliminate) rules on this variable hence 6 decreases.
Otherwise, the variable must be pure hence x  :=0≡ and the whole disjunct may
be reduced to  .
• 0-Eliminate does not increase 6, reducible, N∃, A∃. By denition, it strictly decreases
Npure.
• (∀-Eliminate) removes a universal quantier. Moreover, the value of the other quan-
tiers x occurring in the formula according to the measure 6Fi(x) is not aEected.
Therefore, 6 decreases strictly.
• (K-Explode). As already mentioned, (K-Explode) actually increases I ′′. We distin-
guish several cases (the reader should refer to the denition of the rule for the
notations):
1. If Head(t)∈K and f =Head(t). By denition, any application of (K-Explode)
must be followed by an application of (Unify∀) on the equation f(x1; : : : ; xn)= t.
Since Head(t) =f, this leads to a contradiction, hence the disequation f(x1; : : : ;
xn)  := t is replaced by  , which leads (after application of the rules in %s) to the
elimination of the whole disjunction. Hence I ′ decreases strictly.
2. If Head(t)∈K and f=Head(t). The application of the unication rule on
the disequation f(x1; : : : ; xn)  := t leads to the disjunction
∨n
i=1 xi  := ti, where t=
f(t1; : : : ; tn). For each universal variable z occurring in t and ti, we must have
6xi 	 := ti(z)¡6x 	 := t(z). Since x 
:= t is y-minimal, this means that 6Fi(y) decreases
strictly.
3. If Head(t) =∈ K. Let t= fˆ(c; c˜; t˜ ). Since Head(f) is a dened symbol, the appli-
cation of the unication rule on t  :=f(x1; : : : ; xn) leads to an application of (Fork)
on t. After decomposition, we obtain:
– either  (in this case I ′ decreases strictly).
– or a disjunction c  :=0 ∨ ∨ni=1 xi  := ti where the basic rule corresponding to
Head(t) is of the form fˆ(0; u˜; x˜ )→f(t1; : : : ; tn) and = {u˜→ c˜; x˜→ t˜ }. Since
R is a Presburger Rewrite System, the head symbol of all redexes occur-
ring in t1; : : : ; tn are strictly smaller than fˆ w.r.t. ≺. Therefore, we have
6xi 	 := ti(z)¡6x 	 := t(z), for each universal variable z occurring in t and ti. Since
x  := t is y-minimal, this means that 6Fi(y) decreases strictly.
– or a disjunction (∀c′)(c  := c′ + 1 ∨ ∨ni=1 xi  := ti) where the inductive rule
corresponding to Head(t) is of the form fˆ(n + 1; u˜; x˜ )→f(t1; : : : ; tn) and
= {n→ c′; u˜→ c˜; x˜→ t˜ }. This is followed by an application of (∀- ∧ -Shift)
which shift the quantier ∀c′ on the top of the disjunction.
Since R is a Presburger Rewrite System, the head symbol of all redexes
occurring in t1; : : : ; tn is strictly smaller than fˆ w.r.t. ≺. Therefore, we have
6xi 	 := ti(z)¡6x 	 := t(z), for each universal variable z occurring in t and ti. Since
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x  := t is y-minimal, this means that 6Fi(y) decreases strictly. Moreover, the
value of the new universal variable c′ added by the rule is equal to the one
of c. Finally, since (by denition of the (K-Explode) rule) y occurs in r2 ↓R
at a position parallel to any inductive position of fˆ, 6Fi(y) decreases strictly.
I ′′ decreases strictly.
• (P-Explode). (P-Explode) introduces new universally quantied variables v1; v2; u′
and c′1; : : : ; c
′
k into the formula (see Notation 8.13). Note that the existential quanti-
ers are transformed into universal one by transformation into negation normal form.
However the variables v1; u′ may be immediately removed from the formula by ap-
plying (∀-Universality) since they occur in a formula of the form (∀v1)v1  := t ∨ · · ·
(resp. (∀u′)u′  := t ∨ · · ·). Moreover, since R is a Presburger Rewrite System, any
dened symbol occurring in r2[s]A is strictly smaller than fˆ according to ≺, hence
the value of 6F (v2) is strictly smaller than the value of 6F (y). Therefore, it only
remains to consider the case of the variables c′1; : : : ; c
′
k .
Since gˆ is the basic term abstraction of fˆ∗, Emin(t; c′j) does not increase. We dis-
tinguish two cases.
– If the inductive rule of fˆ is of type (2) then, since the variable c′l occurs in a
formula of complexity lower than F , by induction hypothesis, it can be eliminated
from any non-arithmetic formula. After the elimination process, c′l will occur only
in a disequation c′l  := t, where t contains only free variables. Thus, c′l can be
eliminated using the rule (∀-Drop (2)). Then, since c′l occurs in a formula of the
form c′l  :=m+ cl, the (∀-Drop (2)) rule is applicable on m. After the value of m
is xed, all the variables c′1; : : : ; c
′
k can be eliminated.
– If fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn) is safe, then
¬IndRed(gˆ(c1; (c2; : : : ; ck); (t1; : : : ; tn)); u′; c1)
∨¬BT (fˆ(c1; : : : ; ck ; t1; : : : ; tn); u′; c1)
can be reduced to c1  :=0 by applying (Direct). After that, c′1; : : : ; c′k occur only in
arithmetic atomic formulae hence can be directly eliminated using (N -Eliminate).
– Otherwise, we must have 6F (c′j)¡6F (y) (16j6k), since Emin(t; c
′
j) does not
increase and c′j is safe whereas y is not.
Corollary 8.29. The identity (F ;R)≡ [(F ;R) ↓%∀]V holds for each primal equational
problem (F ;R) where V =FVar(F) is the set of its free variables.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 8.27 and Denition 8.26. The existence
of F ↓%∀ follows from Lemma 8.28.
Lemma 8.30. For any primal equational problem &; & ↓%∀ does not contain any uni-
versal quantier.
Proof. Let (F ;R)=& ↓%∀ . Assume that F contains a formula of the form (∀u)G. Then
by irreducibility w.r.t. (N -Eliminate), u must occur in a non-arithmetic equation e.
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By irreducibility w.r.t. (Unify∀), e must be of the form x
:= t, where x is a variable
not occurring in t.
F must be of the form ∧ni=1(∀˜xi)Fi (with possibly n=1) where Fi is not a universal
quantication and (by irreducibility w.r.t. (∀- ∨ -Shift)) not a conjunction.
W.l.o.g. we assume that Fi is a disjunction. By irreducibility w.r.t. (∨-∧-Distribute),
Fi cannot contain any conjunction. By irreducibility w.r.t. (∀-∧ -Shift), Fi cannot be a
universal formulae. Moreover, by irreducibility w.r.t. %s, F is in negation normal form.
Therefore, Fi must be a disjunction of equations or disequations. If the disequation ¬e
occurs in Fi, t is not a variable and u occurs in t, then u must occur in a u-minimal
disequation in F . Hence either (K-Explode) or (P-Explode) applies. Otherwise, if ¬e
occurs in F , then e must be of the form (u := s) hence (∀-Eliminate) applies. Therefore,
all universal variables u occurring in the Fi occurs in equation of the form u := s. Hence
(∀-Universality) applies (since by irreducibility w.r.t. the 0-Eliminate rule, all counter
variables must be pure).
9. Solving rst-order formulae
Now, it only remains to show how to solve rst-order formulae. By the results in
Section 8, we are able to transform purely universal formulae into existential ones.
By applying this algorithm recursively, we can decrease the number of quantica-
tion alternations in the formula. For instance, given a formula ∃˜x1∀˜x2 : : : ∀˜xn−1∃˜xnM ,
we apply the algorithm on the formula ¬(∃˜xnM) to obtain an equivalent formula of
the form ∃˜x′nM ′. Then we replace ∃˜xnM by ¬∃˜x′nM ′ which produces the formula
∃˜x1∀˜x2 : : : ∀˜xn−1; x˜′nM ′. A quantier alternation has been deleted. Then, we apply the al-
gorithm on ∀˜xn−1; x˜′nM ′ in order to obtain an equivalent formula of the form ∃˜x′n−1M ′′.
Thus we obtain ∃˜x1∀˜x2 : : : ∃˜xn−2; x˜′n−1M ′′. We reiterate this process until a purely ex-
istential formula is obtained. Since this idea is well-known, we refer to Appendix B
for the formal denition of the solving process.
We deduce the following:
Corollary 9.1. The rst-order theory of primal grammar is decidable.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem B.1 (in Appendix B) and
of Lemma 3.2.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 5.1
The correctness of all the rules in %s excepted (Clean) is a well-known property
that follows straightforwardly from Denition 2.22. The correctness of (Clean) fol-
lows from the fact that if i is (c-)useless w.r.t. fˆ then for any ground substitution
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fˆ(˜c; t1; : : : ; tn) ↓R does not contain ti (this can be proven by an immediate induction
on the active counter).
In order to prove that %s terminates, we introduce a measure I on formulae and we
show that it decreases strictly (w.r.t. a well-founded ordering) when a rule in %s is
applied.
Let I(F) be the measure dened as follows:
I(F) = ((F); size(F))
where size(F) denotes the size of F (i.e. the number of symbols occurring in F) and
(F)=def {|p| | q ∈ Pos(F); F|q = ¬G;G|p is an atomic formula}:
I is ordered using the lexicographic and multiset extensions of the usual order-
ing on natural numbers. It is easy to see that the rules (¬-∨-Shift), (¬-∧-Shift),
(¬-¬-Simplify), (¬-∃-Shift), (¬-∀-Shift) strictly decrease  (since negations are
shifted innermost in the formulae). Moreover, (¬-⊥-Simplify), (¬- -Simplify),
( -∨-Simplify), (⊥-∨-Simplify), ( -∧-Simplify), (⊥-∧-Simplify), (Dio), (∃-Clean),
and (∀-Clean) do not increase  and strictly decrease size(F).
Appendix B. Solving rst-order formulae
We consider a formula F in negation normal form. We introduce the following




If G is a purely universal formula containing at least a quantier
and (G;R) ↓%∀ = {(Gi ;R) | i∈ [1::n]}, V =FVar(G)
and p is a minimal (w.r.t.) ≺p position having this property.
(∀-∃-Eliminate) (F[(∀x)G]p;R)→F[(∀x)(¬
∨n
i=1 [Gi]V ) ↓%s ]p
If G is a purely existential formula
and (¬G;R) ↓%∀ = {(Gi ;R) | i∈ [1::n]}, V =FVar(G).
(Solve) (F ;R)→ (F ′;R)
If F is a purely existential formula such that F↓%∃ =F and
(F ;R) ↓%∃=(F ′;R).
Theorem B.1. %solve is correct and terminating. Moreover, for any primal equational
problem &, %solve(&) is in solved form.
Proof. Correctness. The correctness of %solve is a direct consequence of the correctness
of %∃ (Lemma 7.1) and of the soundness of %∀.
Termination. As usual, we introduce a well-founded measure on formulae, that de-
creases strictly when a rule in %solve is applied.
Let F be a formula. Let P be the set of position p in F such that F|p is a literal.
For any p∈P and for any prex q ≺p p, we dene the integer  (q) and the symbol
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(q)∈{∃;∀} inductively, as follows. Intuitively speaking,  (q) denotes the number of
quantier alternations up to the position q.
–  ()=def 0.
– ()=def ∀.
–  (p:i)=def  (p) + 1 if F|p is of the form ((p)xG).
–  (p:i)=def  (p) otherwise.
– (p:i)=def ∀ if F|p is of the form (∃xG) and if (p)=∃.
– (p:i)=def ∃ if F|p is of the form (∀xG) and if (p)=∀.
– (p:i)=def (p), otherwise.
Let I (3)(F)=def ({ (p) | p∈P}; s). where s=0 if F is in solved form, 1 else.
I (3)(F) is ordered by the multiset and lexicographic extensions of the usual ordering
on natural numbers.
We show that I (3)(F) decreases strictly when a rule in %solve is applied (the reader
should refer to the denition of the rules for the notations).
– ∃-∀-Eliminate. The value (w.r.t. ) of the positions that are parallel to p is not
changed. Moreover, by Lemma 8.30,
∨n
i=1 [Gi]V is purely existential. Since p is a
minimal position satisfying the above condition, the rst quantier before p (if it
exists) must be existential. Therefore, the number of quantier alternations decreases
strictly, hence I (3) decreases strictly.
– ∀-∃-Eliminate. Similarly, ∨ni=1 [Gi]V must be purely existential, hence (¬∨ni=1 [Gi]V )
is purely universal. Thus (¬∨ni=1 [Gi]V ) ↓%s is purely universal, and the number of
quantier alternations strictly decreases.
– Solve. No new universal quantier is introduced hence  cannot increase. Moreover,
by Lemma 7.3, s decreases strictly.
Completeness. Let &=(F ;R) be a primal equational problem in normal form w.r.t.
%solve. If F is purely existential then we must have F ↓%∃ =F (otherwise Solve would
apply) hence F must be in solved form (by Lemma 7.3). Otherwise, either F must
contain a purely universal formula with at least one quantier (hence ∃-∀-Eliminate
applies) or F contains a formula (∀x)G where G is purely existential formula (and
∀-∃-Eliminate applies).
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